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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Unconventional shale-gas reservoirs hold a significant amount of the world’s 

hydrocarbon reserves. The exploitation of unconventional reservoirs in the United States has 

increased enormously in the last decades. These reservoirs present specific characteristics such as 

tight reservoir rock with nano-Darcy permeability. Moreover, they are generally naturally 

fractured with a complex fracture network. Compared to conventional reservoirs, production 

from unconventional shale-gas reservoirs with a very low permeability rock requires multi-stage 

hydraulic fracturing with a horizontal well. Once the hydraulic stimulation is done, a complex 

fracture networks, including hydraulic/natural/micro-fractures, is created connecting a huge 

reservoir volume leading to enhance gas recovery. 

Meanwhile, flow modelling from unconventional fractured reservoirs remains a big 

challenge for the petroleum industry, where numerous research programs have been focusing on 

this topic. One of the key problems from unconventional reservoir simulation is the simulation 

of matrix/fracture interaction due to the low matrix permeability, a complex fracture network 

and non-linear pressure distribution into the matrix. In the literature, many approaches based on 

single-porosity or dual-continuum models are presented for flow modelling from unconventional 

reservoirs. However, neither a single-porosity model nor a dual-porosity model is suitable for 

such problem. It must be mentioned that a single-porosity approach where fractures are explicitly 

discretized requires a large computational CPU time due to the large number of grid cells needed 

in order to describe the reservoir. On the other hand, dual-continuum models (dual-

porosity/permeability) are not accurate due to the large grid cells and extremely low matrix 

permeability. Also, during the transient period in shale-gas reservoirs, a non-linear variation of 

the pressure in the matrix media emphasizes the duration of the transient period leading to a very 
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long transient period for both single-phase flow and multiphase flow simulations which could not 

be handled by standards dual-continuum models.  

Lately, to model a realistic reservoir fracture network, a new type of models called 

discrete fracture models (DFMs) has received a great attention. These kinds of models, which 

discretize explicitly complex fracture networks such as; hydraulic, stimulated and non-stimulated 

natural fractures; involve many unknowns and often non tractable numerical system to solve. 

This work proposes a methodology to address this challenge, taking into account reservoir key 

parameters such as fracture locations, orientations, anisotropy and reservoir low permeability in a 

unique model as simple as possible. To overcome the challenges presented from a single-

porosity, dual-continuum models and DFM proposed in literature, we present a hybrid approach 

based on the concept of the classic MINC (Multiple Interacting Continua) method. Note that, 

the MINC method is a generalization of the dual-porosity (DP) concept, where the matrix media 

is subdivided into nested volumes. In other words, the DP is a particular case of the MINC 

method where the matrix refinement (matrix subdivision) is equal to 1. Our approach consists in 

a hierarchical method where different existing fractures in our reservoirs are classified. Based on a 

conductivity criterion, high conductive fractures are explicitly discretized due to their important 

role in production while, other fractures (natural fractures, induced and stimulated/un-stimulated 

fractures) are homogenized to form a homogenized fracture media. Also, our model subdivides 

the matrix media using the MINC method to simulate properly the flow exchange between 

matrix and all sorts of fractures (including both high and low conductive fractures). So, this 

hybrid technique discretizes explicitly high conductive fractures, homogenized low conductive 

fractures and associates the MINC method which is required to improve the flow exchange 

between the matrix and fracture media. This hybrid approach could be incorporated in existing 

reservoir simulators.  

In summary, due to the hydraulic fracturing stimulation, a very complex fracture network 

will be created increasing the heterogeneity and the complexity of the reservoir and make flow 

modelling for such reservoirs quite challenging. The presence of  multi-scale heterogeneities, 

including stimulated fractures (hydraulically induced or open), natural fractures of  various sizes 

embedded in unconventional low permeability reservoirs, increases the complexity of the 

reservoir simulation. This work proposes a methodology to address this challenge, taking into 

account reservoir key parameters such as fractures locations, orientation, anisotropy and reservoir 

low permeability in a unique model as simple as possible. 
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In Chapter 1 -  Shale-Gas Reservoirs, an introduction on shale-gas reservoirs and fluid 

properties in unconventional shale reservoirs additionally to different physics phenomena from 

such reservoirs are presented. Also, the hydraulic fracturing stimulation method and the impact 

of the fracturing fluid induced formation damage are discussed. Finally, the research objectives 

from this work are fixed. 

In Chapter 2 -  Reservoirs Simulation Models, different simulations models found in the 

literature from explicit discretized model, dual-porosity/permeability models, the MINC method 

and discrete fracture model (DFM) are presented. Besides, the general equations governing the 

flow in naturally fractured reservoirs are described.  

In Chapter 3 -  Hybrid Approach Based on the Classic MINC Method, the ability of the 

classic MINC method for unconventional reservoir flow simulation is tested on a simple case. 

Moreover, a typical regular fractures distribution (Warren and Root type) for different fractures 

spacing’s, with the presence of a stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) and a non-SRV zone, is 

studied. In this chapter, the efficiency of the MINC method for both single-phase and two-phase 

flow is discussed. Finally, the impact of fracturing fluid invasion on gas production is presented.  

In Chapter 4 -  Extension of the Hybrid Approach to the Discrete Fracture Model, a 

generalization of the hybrid approach to handle Discrete Fracture Networks (DFNs) taking into 

account an irregular fractures distribution is presented. Our extended model is called “Discrete 

Fracture Model based on a MINC proximity function”. First, a description of our methodology is 

presented, and the connections between different media are described. Then, the validation of 

our approach on simple cases and on a large fracture network is presented.  

In Chapter 5 -  Application of the Discrete Fracture Model to a Field Scale Problem, the 

robustness of our DFM based on a MINC proximity function is tested through a synthetic 

problem. An application on a shale-gas reservoir example and tight-oil reservoir example are 

presented. Although the first objective of our study was to model shale-gas reservoirs, however 

this proposed approach looks also suitable for the simulation of multiphase flow from different 

reservoirs types (all types of low permeability reservoirs), including tight-oil reservoirs.  

In Chapter 6 -  Discussions and Prospects, a discussion concerning some future works 

which could be implemented in order to improve the actual Discrete Fracture Model are 

presented. In particular, the presence of different block size into a grid cell and the problem of 
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the flow exchange between adjacent matrix grid cells are discussed. Finally, this work is 

concluded in Chapter 7 -  Conclusions. 
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Chapter 1 -  SHALE-GAS RESERVOIRS 

 Shale-gas reservoirs hold a significant amount of world hydrocarbon reserves. Compared 

to conventional reservoirs, shale-gas reservoirs present an extreme low-permeability, a higher 

heterogeneity and a complex of fracture network. Usually, in order to enhance gas recovery from 

such low permeability reservoirs, a hydraulic stimulation is needed.  

Thus, this part will introduce the different characteristics of shale formation and discuss 

the various phenomena existing in shale reservoirs. As a fracturing operation is required in such 

reservoirs, leading to a multi-scale fracture network in order to enhance gas production from 

shale formations, the process of a hydraulic stimulation is also briefly described. Besides, the 

problem of fluid invasion into the matrix formation is discussed, as a huge amount of water is 

injected into the reservoir formation during hydraulic fracturing and the fracturing fluid invasion 

induced formation damage may greatly reduce the fluid flow (gas) relative permeability leading to 

a decreasing in gas production. Finally, the research objectives are defined in this chapter. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Unconventional gas resources from shale-gas reservoirs have received a great attention in 

the past decade and become the focus of the petroleum industry for the development of energy 

resources worldwide (see, Figure 1.1). With the increased demand for hydrocarbons, the 

unconventional resources represented by tight gas, shale-gas and tight oil are becoming more and 

more crucial. Facing such low permeability from these reservoirs, the development of a 

stimulation technology is needed in order to evacuate trapped hydrocarbons, gas or oil.  

Usually, unconventional low permeability reservoirs are dependent upon artificial 

stimulation like hydraulic fracturing technology to obtain an economical production rate. Usually, 

permeability in conventional formation ranges generally from 10 mD to 1000 mD, where for 

example it could be less than 0.1 mD in tight gas reservoirs. Considering ultra-tight gas reservoirs 

like shale-gas may have in-situ permeability down to 0.0001 mD or 0.00001 mD.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Annual US Natural Gas Production and Projected Production by Gas Type, 1990-2040; 
after EIA (2016). 

 

Moreover, concerning unconventional shale-gas reservoirs, hydraulic fracturing is a 

technique that makes it possible to extract trapped gas from tight rocks. Many features 

distinguish shale-gas reservoirs from classic reservoirs such as, (1) shale-gas with high total 

organic content (TOC); (2) gas can exist in two forms, adsorbed on the matrix surface and free 
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gas; (3) very low matrix permeability; (4) nano-pore physics for fluid flow. Additionally, in such 

low permeability reservoirs the fractures are presented as high conductive pathways. Moreover, 

the presence of fractures at various scales (hydraulic fractures, natural and induced fractures, 

micro-fractures, etc.), coupled with small fracture volumes, make numerical simulation of fluid 

flow very challenging.  

Thus, the flow behavior in unconventional reservoirs from shale-gas/tight-oil can be 

characterized by single-phase flow (gas/oil) and/or multi-phase flow in extremely low-

permeability, highly heterogeneous porous/fractured, and stress-sensitive rock. In fact, referring 

to shale-gas reservoirs the conventional gas recovery mechanism is the depletion recovery 

assisted by hydraulic fracturing stimulation. In extreme cases, due to fracturing fluid invasion 

associated with the hydraulic stimulation, gas relative permeability can be reduced to zero as 

water saturation increases. Furthermore, simulation from unconventional reservoirs presents 

several challenges, where these challenges are not limited to the large contrast between hydraulic 

fracture and tight rock matrix permeabilities. One of the most important challenges from 

unconventional reservoir simulations is often the presence of complex fracture network 

geometry.  

Handling flow through fractured media is critical in shale-gas reservoir simulations. In 

fact, gas production from such low-permeability formations relies on fractures, from hydraulic 

fractures/network to various scaled natural fractures, to provide pathways for gas flow into 

producing wells. In order to model natural fractured reservoirs, many approaches have been 

proposed. The key issue for simulating flow in fractured rock is how to handle fracture-matrix 

interaction, in terms of mass or energy exchange, under different conditions. In the literature (see 

for example, Warren and Root (1963); Kazemi (1969); Wu et al. (2004 and 2013); Rubin (2010); 

James Li et al. (2011); Bicheng Yan et al. (2013)), various approaches from analytical solutions to 

commercial simulators are presented on how to model gas flow in shale-gas reservoirs. 

Moreover, most approaches used dual-continuum model or an explicit discretized model 

to handle fracture-matrix interaction. On one hand, the dual-continuum models represented by 

dual-porosity and/or dual-permeability concept are not adequate for modelling these complex 

networks of natural and hydraulic fractures in extremely low permeability reservoirs. 

Furthermore, due to the very low permeability in shale-gas reservoirs, the transient period is  long 

and the simulation of the matrix-fracture interaction with a large matrix cell is very challenging. 
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On the other hand, it is not beneficent to modelling these reservoirs with an explicit discretized 

model using a grid refinement around the fractures due to the large number of grid cells and the 

complex fractures network. Therefore, a simplified approach to model fluid flow from 

unconventional shale-gas and tight-oil reservoirs is needed. This approach should consist in 

coupling the explicit discretized model, concerning only the large-scale high conductive hydraulic 

fractures, with a dual-continuum model that accounts for flow in the naturally fractured 

networks.  

Beside the challenges presented by shale-gas formations, these reservoirs introduce also 

many physical phenomena such as adsorption/desorption, geomechanics effect, Klinkenberg 

effect, etc., which are neglected in a conventional reservoir. Contrary to conventional reservoirs, 

gas flow in ultra-low permeability coupled with several processes, including rock deformation, 

nano-pore physics. In the literature, many works (see for example, Cipolla et al. (2008, 2009a); 

Cipolla and Lolon (2010); Ding et al. (2014)) studied the impact of various phenomena on gas 

production from shale-gas reservoirs. Essentially, the flow exchange between matrix and 

fractures known also by inter-porosity flow could be easily impacted by one of these phenomena. 

As a result, the gas recovery behavior from shale-gas reservoirs will be dependent on considering 

or not each mechanism, where these phenomena should be coupled with fluid flow in the 

simulation model. Therefore, quantifying flow in unconventional gas reservoirs has been a 

significant challenge during the last decades. 

Furthermore, the use of a horizontal drilling with hydraulic fracturing has increased the 

ability to produce natural gas from low permeability formations, particularly shale formations. 

However, after hydraulic operation a major concern consists in water blocking effect in tight 

formation due to the high capillary pressure and the presence of water sensitive clays. In fact, the 

essential objective from hydraulic fracturing is to have an economical production by increasing 

the effective drainage area of the reservoir, where a very complex fractures network should be 

created to connect a huge reservoir area to the wellbore effectively. During hydraulic fracturing, 

an enormous amount of  water is injected into the matrix formation, where only a part of the 

injected water (30-60%) can be reproduced during a flow-back and a long production period. 

Unfortunately, instead of  enhancing gas production, the presence of  high water saturation in the 

invaded zone near the fracture face may reduce greatly the gas relative permeability and impedes 

gas production. Clearly, pumping fluid into shale formation may impact on gas recovery. 
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1.2 Hydraulic Stimulation Method 

The earliest attempts of artificially hydraulic stimulations in the US go back to the 1860s, 

and involved lowering explosive charges down the boreholes of oil wells. In oil and gas industry 

hydraulic fracturing operation began early in the 1930 with Dow chemical Company. In fact, they 

discovered that downhole proppant pressures could be applied into fracking the formation rock. 

The process of injecting liquid at high pressure into subterranean rocks leads formation to crack 

and deform. The first hydraulic fracturing treatment was applied in Kansas in 1947 on a gas 

reservoir in the Hugoton field. In 1949 the first commercial applications of the technique had 

been carried out for oil exploration in Texas and Oklahoma by Halliburton. In the 1990s, 

hydraulic fracking was tested in the Barnett Shale area in Texas. By 2014, more than 2.5 million 

hydraulic fracturing operations had been performed on oil and gas wells worldwide, more than 

one million of them are done in the US.  

The technique of a horizontal well was unusual until the 1980s. The first horizontal well 

was drilled in the Barnett Shale in north Texas in 1991 and the technique was then applied more 

effectively in 1997 by George Mitchell (father of fracking). 

The hydraulic fracturing started with vertical wells. Once the drilling is done and the rig 

and derrick are removed, the hydraulic treatment could take place. It consists in pumping water 

mixed with proppants (mostly sand) and chemicals under high pressure. This fracking fluid can 

be injected at various pressures and reach up to 100 MPa (1000 bar) with flow rates of up to 265 

liters/second. Note that hydraulic treatment could take several hours depending on fractures 

shape, stage number and the total proppant volume to be placed. Nowadays, horizontal drillings 

associated with multi-stage hydraulic fracturing (up to 30 – 40 stages) are commonly used for 

shale-gas productions.  

Additionally, fracturing fluid consists of about 98-99.5 per cent of water and proppant, 

where the rest (0.5–2 per cent by volume) is composed of chemicals, that enhance the fluid’s 

properties. In our days, hydraulic treatments are used by petroleum industry on oil and gas 

reservoirs in order to increase the formation permeability and enhance oil/gas recovery from 

unconventional reservoirs. Clearly, fracking operation will lead to open existing fissures, so 

extracting oil or gas will be much easier. 
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Figure 1.2: Stimulation technique using a horizontal well. 

 

This exploitation technique is used essentially for shale-gas reservoirs and it is illustrated 

in Figure 1.2. Most shale-gas reservoirs are fractured and have low matrix permeability, 

where matrix media contains the most gas volume and global flow in the reservoir is 

assumed to occur through the fracture network. Hydraulic fracturing stimulates also natural 

fractures. Some natural fractures are opened and the conductivity in these fractures is greatly 

increased. If injected proppant reaches into the reactivated natural fractures, gas production will 

be greatly enhanced.  

1.3 Rock and Fluid Properties 

According to a huge amount of hydrocarbon in place, shale-gas (GIP) and tight-oil (OIP) 

reservoirs are today’s interest of petroleum companies. Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 present the top 10 

countries with the most recoverable shale oil and shale-gas resources respectively. In order to 

improve gas production, huge investments have been spent since 1970's on shale-gas research 

programs in the United States of America, in a way to understand the geological, geochemical 

and hydro-dynamical nature of organic shale formations.  
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Table 1.1: Top 10 countries with technically 

recoverable shale-oil resources; after EIA 

(2015). 

 Table 1.2: Top 10 countries with technically 

recoverable shale-gas resources; after EIA 

(2015). 

Rank Country 
Shale Oil (Billion 

Barrels) 
Rank Country Shale-Gas (Tcf) 

1 Russia 75 1 China 1115 

2 U.S. 58 2 Argentina 802 

3 China 32 3 Algeria 707 

4 Argentina 27 4 U.S. 665 

5 Libya 26 5 Canada 573 

6 Australia 18 6 Mexico 545 

7 Venezuela 13 7 Australia 437 

8 Mexico 13 8 South Africa 390 

9 Pakistan 9 9 Russia 285 

10 Canada 9 10 Brazil 245 

 World Total 345  World Total 7299 

 

Gas in shale formations could be characterized into different forms: (1) free gas in natural 

fractures and inter-granular porosity, (2) gas sorbed into kerogen or on clay particles surfaces. 

Each shale-gas reservoir has particular characteristics, where fracability and productibility are the 

most important ones. The fracability defines the capability of the reservoir rock to be fractured 

and the productibility is dedicated to the capacity of the reservoir to produce a significant volume 

of gas. Note that, the main components in shale-gas composition are hydrocarbons (CH4 mainly 

from 15-99%), carbon dioxide CO2 (30% in Romania, 17% in Poland, 12% in Canada), nitrogen 

(1-76%), hydrogen sulfide (some percent) and noble gases: Ar, He up to 1%. In order to evaluate 

the production capability of the reservoir, it is important to take into account several physics 

related to unconventional gas reservoirs such as, adsorption/desorption and geomechanics 

effects, etc. 

Gas desorption may be a major additional gas production and an important factor for 

ultimate gas recovery. Neglecting this phenomenon might results in an underestimation of 

reservoir potential, especially in a shale formation with a high TOC. Many papers in the literature 

have studied the effect of gas desorption on the gas production. Jarvie (2004) demonstrated that 

both adsorbed and free gas stored in the shale matrix increased with TOC content. Passey et al. 

(2010); Javadpour et al. (2007); Cipolla and Lolon (2010); Mirzaei and Cipolla (2012), Wei Yu and 

kamy Sepehrnoori (2013), discussed the contribution of gas desorption to gas flow in shale plays. 
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Also, Javadpour (2009) proposed that beside free gas storage in shale, gas could be adsorbed on 

the surface of kerogen and dissolved within it. Gas desorption has proved to be essential to 

understanding the production capacity of shale-gas reservoirs. Also, the volume of adsorbed gas 

can be significantly important in shale-gas production, where the percentage of adsorbed gas can 

varies from 15% up to 60% of initial GIP. The GIP can exist in two forms, as an adsorbed on 

the shale surface or as a free gas in the matrix pore. The gas desorption may contribute additional 

gas production in shale-gas reservoirs. Cipolla et al. (2010) investigated the Barnett and Marcellus 

shale reservoirs and concluded that gas desorption may constitute about 5-15% of the total gas 

production during 30 year. Thompson et al. (2011) observed that gas desorption contributes to 

17% increase in the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), from the Marcellus shale during 30 year 

of production.  

Mengal and Wattenbarger (2011) compared shale-gas reservoirs with conventional 

reservoirs in order to quantify gas desorption phenomena. Studies confirmed that shale 

formation can hold significant quantities of adsorbed gas on the surface of the organics in shale 

formation. Moreover, gas desorption can contribute approximately in 30% increase in original 

GIP. Note that, the impact of desorption phenomenon is more significant at later time of 

production depending on reservoir permeability, flowing bottom hole pressure (FBHP) and 

fracture spacing. As the reservoir pressure decreases during production, gas is liberated from 

solid to free gas phase, where such process is known as gas desorption. Figure 1.3 shows the gas 

content versus pressure for the free gas and adsorbed gas used for the Barnett Shale. Both free 

gas and adsorbed gas together form the total gas content. Figure 1.4 illustrates the Langmuir 

isotherm curve of the Barnett Shale. In unconventional reservoirs, Langmuir's isotherm is used to 

model the amount of adsorbed gas. The gas content  in scf/ton is calculated below: 

 
 

(1.1) 

where,  is the Langmuir’s volume in scf/ton,  is the reservoir gas pressure; and  is 

Langmuir’s pressure, the pressure at which 50% of the gas is desorbed. It is clear that higher 

Langmuir pressure releases more adsorbed gas and results in higher gas production. 
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Figure 1.3: An example of Barnett shale-gas 

content; after Wei Yu and Kamy Sepehrnoori 
(2013). 

Figure 1.4: Langmuir isotherm curve for Barnett 
Shale; after Wei Yu and Kamy Sepehrnoori 

(2013). 

Langmuir’s characteristic volume and pressure,  and , depend on the organic richness 

or TOC. Passey et al. (2010), reported that the TOC volume within shale reservoirs can occupy 

till 40% of the reservoir rock in some cases, such as Woodford shale. In other words, reservoirs 

with higher TOC contain more adsorbed gas. Langmuir isotherm curves for five different shale 

formations containing lean and/or rich shale are represented in Figure 1.5. 

 

Figure 1.5: Langmuir isotherm curves for five different shale formations; after Wei Yu and Kamy 
Sepehrnoori (2013). 

Furthermore, geomechanics plays a critical role in gas production and development from 

unconventional resources. Gas production from shale-gas reservoirs depends enormously on 
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different parameters, especially on hydraulic fractures, induced secondary fractures and micro-

fractures. During gas production from shale-gas reservoirs, pressure field drops significantly 

leading to a large change in effective stress, which could result in rock deformation.  

Increasing in the closure stress due to gas production may impact matrix and fracture 

permeabilities. Fredd et al. (2001) investigates the effects of fracture properties on conductivity, 

where a series of laboratory conductivity experiments were performed with fractured cores from 

the east Texas Cotton Valley sandstone formation. Bustin et al. (2008) report the effect of stress 

(confining pressure) in Barnett, Muskwa, Ohio, and Woodford shales. Furthermore, a higher 

reduction of permeability was founded with confining pressure in shales than that in consolidated 

sandstone or carbonate. Wang et al. (2009) shows that permeability in the Marcellus Shale is 

pressure-dependent and decreases with an increase in confining of pore pressure (or total stress). 

Cipolla et al. (2008, 2009a) investigated fracture conductivity depending on closure stress and 

young modulus. From previous works in the literature concerning geomechanics effects assumed 

that, when the reservoir is depleted, both fracture and matrix permeabilities (conductivies) may 

be reduced due to rock deformation which could impede the gas production. The geomechanics 

effect has a significantly higher impact on unconventional shale-gas reservoirs than conventional 

reservoirs, due to the presence of multi-scale fractures. 

Meanwhile, complex fracture networks are usually created during hydraulic operation 

using a low viscosity fracturing fluids, where a proppant is injected to support fractures opening. 

Proppant distribution in shale formation can create different fracture network and might impact 

gas production. After a proppant injection, it is important to know (1) proppant location, (2) 

proppant concentration within primary fractures and (3) the conductivity of the propped and 

partially propped fracture networks which could significantly improve productivity.  

Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7 show different possible proppant transport scenarios. In fact, if 

the proppant is evenly distributed throughout a large complex fracture network (Case1), it may 

result with an insufficient proppant concentration in order to impact fracture network 

conductivity. In other words, there isn’t enough proppant in primary and secondary fractures, 

where fractures could behave as if they were un-propped. On the other hand, the proppant could 

be concentrated within a single fracture (Case2). This could significantly improve the connection 

between the fracture network and the wellbore; however the proppant would not disperse into 

the fracture network. In Case3, the proppant distribution is evenly distributed in pillars. This 
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scenario could result in a small fracture area propped which would be insufficient to support the 

closure stress. Production from unconventional shale-gas reservoirs may be dominated by un-

propped or partially propped fractures, so it is important to understand the conductivity of these 

fractures as they could play a crucial role in gas recovery. 

 

Figure 1.6: Proppant transport scenarios (a) plan and (b) side view; after Cipolla (2008). 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Proppant distribution for two different cases; after Cipolla (2009a).  

 

Also, Cipolla et al. (2009a) shows that the conductivity of partially and un-propped 

fractures is approximated as a function of closure stress (defined as the horizontal stress 

perpendicular to the fracture minus the pressure inside the fracture). 
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(1.2) 

where,  is the horizontal stress perpendicular to the fracture and and  is the pressure inside 

the fracture. 

Based on the laboratory tests presented by Cipolla et al. (2009a), Figure 1.8 summarizes 

the impact of closure stress on fracture conductivity for two different proppant types. The 

bottom curve (black curve) represents an un-propped fracture where the two fracture faces are 

aligned upon closing. Clearly, the conductivity for an un-propped aligned fracture faces can 

decrease dramatically when the closure stress increases, impacting the gas the production which 

could be greatly reduced. However, if the fracture is partially propped with 0.1 lbm/ft² of Jordan 

sand (blue curve) or the fracture faces are displaced un-propped, the fracture conductivity would 

be improved. Furthermore, the type of the proppant can increase greatly the conductivity of a 

partially propped fracture (partially propped with 0.1 lbm/ft² of bauxite (orange curve)). 

Cipolla et al. (2008) investigated the impact of the Young's modulus on the conductivity 

for un-propped fractures. Figure 1.9 presents fracture conductivity as a function of the closure 

stress for different Young's modulus. Obviously, the conductivity can drop off dramatically using 

lower modulus materials. Un-propped fractures will be closed when modulus is lower than 2 

Mpsi and the closure stress exceeds 4000 psi. 

  
Figure 1.8: Effect of closure stress (effective 
stress) on un-popped and partially-propped 
fracture conductivity; after Cipolla (2009a). 

Figure 1.9: Effect of modulus on conductivity of 
un-propped fractures; after Cipolla et al. (2008).  
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Moreover, Cipolla et al. (2010) studied geomechanical aspect on the Marcellus shale. An 

estimated effect of closure stress on un-propped-fracture conductivity in Marcellus shale for a 

Young’s modulus value of 2 Mpsi is represented in Figure 1.10 (based on previously published 

work by, Fredd et al. (2010); Cipolla et al. (2008)). Before production, the initial network-fracture 

conductivity is 2 mD-ft. The conductivity declines to 0.02 mD-ft, when the pressure in the 

fracture network decreases to the FBHP (Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure) of 500 psi. 

 

Figure 1.10: Effect of closure stress on un-propped-fracture conductivity, Marcellus shale 
example; after Cipolla et al. (2010). 

 

Meanwhile, due to the extremely low permeability in unconventional reservoirs, many 

researchers assume that gas flow cannot be described by the Darcy law equation in shale 

formation (gas flow in nanopores). Processes such as Knudsen diffusion at the solid matrix 

separate gas flow behavior from Darcy-type flow. Based on this reason, dual-continuum models 

were known as inaccurate for shale reservoirs simulations. Instead, innovative approaches were 

proposed, where a coupling of Darcy flow and Fickian diffusion in matrix was taken into 

consideration. Such dual-mechanism approach was introduced for a better gas flow modelling in 

coal or shale formation, Ertekin et al. (1986); Clarkson et al. (2010). Others used the concept of 

apparent permeability taking into account Knudsen diffusion, gas slippage and advection flow. 

Javadpour (2009) presents a formulation for gas flow in the nanopores of mudrocks based on 

Knudsen diffusion and slip flow. Also, it was applied to modelling shale-gas at pore scale by 

Shabro et al. (2011, 2012). Moreover, Civan et al. (2010), calculate the apparent permeability 
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through the flow condition function, function of Knudsen number. Finally, others as Hudson et 

al. (2011, 2012), Yan et al. (2013) describe the shale reservoir using four categories; such as, 

organic porosity, inorganic porosity, natural fractures and hydraulic fractures.  

Obviously, referred to the literature; it is remarkable the diversity of physical phenomena 

applied in shale-gas reservoirs modelling. Simply, due to the requirement to accurately modelling 

gas production from unconventional reservoirs, critical physics should be taken into 

consideration which may/could impact gas production from shale reservoirs. Also, facing ultra-

low permeability in shale-gas formations with nano-pores, gas slippage effect or Klinkenberg 

effect may change significantly the formation permeability, especially in low reservoir pressure 

conditions. Klinkenberg effect is incorporated in the gas flow equation by modifying the gas 

phase permeability as a function of gas pressure (after, Wu et al. (1998)): 

 
 

(1.3) 

where,  is a constant, equal to the absolute gas-phase permeability under very large gas-phase 

pressure (where the Klinkenberg effect is minimized); and  is the Klinkenberg b-factor. 

Although  may change with gas nature and pore/threshold size and it is a function of the 

pressure, where we can use a constant value for shale-gas flow simulations. 

Note that, in tight formations, the matrix permeability is subject to both the Klinkenberg 

effect and the geomechanical effect, with opposite impacts on results. When pressure decreases, 

the gas permeability increases because of the Klinkenberg effect, but at the same time decreases 

because of the geomechanical effect. Besides, Klinkenberg effect modifies only the permeability 

to gas, whereas the geomechanical effect modifies the absolute permeability for both gas and 

water flows.  

In some gas reservoir, gas could condensate. Modelling liquid-rich shale reservoirs is a 

complex process. Numerous studies indicate that the PVT (pressure/volume/temperature) phase 

behavior of fluids in nano-pores of an unconventional reservoir deviates from phase behavior in 

large pores of conventional reservoirs (see for example, Morishige et al. (1997); Shapiro and 
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Stenby (1997); Zarragoicoechea and Kuz (2004); Singh et al. (2009); Travallonia et al. (2010); 

Devegowda et al. (2012); Nojabaei et al. (2013); Teklu et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2014)). The 

deviation in nanopores is a result of large capillary pressure, electrostatic interaction, van der 

Waals forces, and the fluid structural changes. When the pore size becomes very small, the 

capillary pressure between the wetting phase and the non-wetting phase becomes significantly 

large than the conventional reservoirs and affects phase equilibrium pressures. When the pore 

size is decreased further, the elevated interaction between the fluid molecules and pore walls 

starts to change the physical properties of the bulk fluid such as critical pressure and critical 

temperature, density, viscosity, and surface tension. Understanding the production mechanisms 

from such reservoirs is crucial in the overall effort to increase the ultimate hydrocarbon 

production.  

Teklu et al. (2014) models phase behavior by taking into account the presence of high 

capillary pressure and the modification of critical points. Figure 1.11 shows the simulation of 

large pores (rp = infinity) and small pores (rp = 3 nm and rp = 10 nm) phase envelopes for Bakken 

oil (Teklu et al. (2014)), where rp is the pore radius. The thermodynamic properties (PVT) and 

phase behavior in tight reservoirs (nano-pores or confined pores) differ from the non-

confined (large pores) related to conventional reservoirs. The differences are significantly high, 

and they will impact considerably production behavior for a gas condensate reservoir. 

The phase behavior of organic nano-scale pores is very important on oil and gas recovery. 

Besides, thermodynamic phase behavior of hydrocarbon mixtures in these nano-pores and their 

effects on flow behavior is not well understood and has been a subject of great interest. Also, 

facing very tight low permeability in unconventional shale-gas reservoirs, hydrocarbon fluid 

properties and flow mechanisms is still not well understood. All these add complexities for shale-

gas flow simulations. 

Gas condensate will also arise some difficulties in numerical simulations. In fact, during 

production from shale reservoirs as pressure is reduced, the fluid will pass through the dew point 

where a liquid start to condense. As the reservoir further depletes and the pressure drops, liquid 

condenses from the gas to form a free liquid inside the reservoir. This is particularly true near the 

fracture faces, where the matrix pressure is very low and close to the fracture pressure. Thus, the 

presence of free liquid near fracture faces could decrease highly the gas relative permeability and 
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impedes gas recovery. Using a large or a small matrix gridblock near the fractures might provide 

significantly different results.  

 

Figure 1.11: Phase envelope of Bakken oil in unconfined (rp = infinity) pores and confined pores 
(rp = 3 nm and rp = 10 nm); after Teklu (2014).  

1.4 Fracturing Fluid Induced Formation Damage 

Several mechanisms like, imbibition, relative permeability, gravity segregation and stress-

sensitive fractures conductivities will control the behavior of trapped water. Only a part of 

pumped water can be reproduced during flowback and large quantities of fracturing fluid 

remained in the formation. High water saturation in the invaded zone near the fracture face will 

reduce greatly gas relative permeability and impede gas production.  

Fracturing fluid induced formation damage has been studied in the literature since a long 

time; see for example, Holditch (1979), Friedel (2004), Gdanski et al. (2006), Wang et al. (2009), 

Ding et al. (2013). Recently, the fracturing fluid induced formation damage is particularly 

discussed in extremely low-permeability shale-gas reservoirs. Li et al. (2012) used an analytical 

model to study fracture-face matrix damage in shale-gas reservoirs. Cheng (2012) investigated 

formation damage effect with a numerical model. Agrawal and Sharma (2013) used a 3D 

numerical simulator to study gravity effect. Bertoncello et al. (2014) compared with 

experimental data and studied fracturing fluid induced the formation damage by modelling 

the flow into a single hydraulic fracture in a shale-gas reservoir. Also, Zanganeh et al. (2014) 

investigated the importance of modelling fracturing fluid and its flowback for better 
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predictions in hydraulically fractured shale reservoir simulations. For example, considering an 

area of high oil saturation, where the rock surface is preferentially water-wet and the rock is 

saturated with oil. In fact, water will imbibe into the smallest pores, displacing oil from the core 

when the system is in contact with water. The process of water invasion from oil-wet pore to 

water-wet pore is described in Figure 1.12(a). Firstly, due to high pressure fluid injection water 

invades into oil-wet pores. Once water remained in the oil-wet pores, water will naturally 

imbibe into water-wet pores due to high capillary pressures. Moreover, in order to model 

properly the flow behavior from unconventional reservoirs, the hysteresis of water-oil relative 

permeability should be considered in back flow and in drilling stage. The oil relative permeability 

is usually reduced during the period of the back flow. This hysteresis phenomenon is modelled in 

Figure 1.12(b) by two curves of relative permeability: an imbibition curve for the filtrate invasion 

during drilling and a drainage curve for flow production during the back flow. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.12: Schematization of (a) naturally water imbibition into water-wet pores due to capillary 
pressures; after Bertoncello et al. (2014) and (b) relative permeability curves used during drilling 

(dashed line) and back flow (solid line) periods; after Ding et al. (2002). 

 

Meanwhile, the capillary pressure is the mostly affecting phenomenon on gas production 

in tight formation due to the fluid invasion. The capillary pressure effect depends mainly on the 

interfacial tension and the wettability of the fluid. The wettability term is used to describe the 

relative adhesion of two fluids with a solid surface. In fact, when two immiscible (gas-fluid or 

fluid-fluid) fluids are in contact, the fluids are separated by an interface. Usually, at the interface 

molecules are in tension. Thus, the interfacial tension has the dimension of forces per unit length 

(newton/meter). However, when the fluid is in contact with the formation, the interface 
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intersects the rock with an angle . Thus, the fluid wettability can be expressed by  as a 

wettability angle, which is a function of the interface tension between the liquid and the solid. 

This contact angle is described by Young’s formula:  

 
 

(1.4) 

where, 
 = interfacial tension between the solid and oil 

 = interfacial tension between the solid and water 

 = interfacial tension between water and oil 

 

The capillary pressure, denoted , is defined as the pressure difference at a local scale 

between two neighboring points on either side of an interface separating two immiscible fluids. 

The capillary pressure is defined as the pressure difference between the non-wetting and wetting 

phases: 

 
 

(1.5) 

where, the indices  and  refer respectively to non-wetting and wetting fluids.  

Also, the  sign results of an arbitrary convention (here, it is chosen so that the capillary 

pressure is positive). For both water-oil and gas-oil couples, two capillary pressures can be 

defined: 

 
 

 

(1.6) 
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Dealing with a water-oil case, the capillary pressure is not necessarily positive (a rock with 

an intermediate wettability case, for example). Additionally, the concept of the capillary pressure 

can be related to that of the saturation. In fact, the capillary pressure is equal to the interface 

curve multiplied by the interfacial tension. Meanwhile, in shale-gas reservoirs high capillary 

pressures are taking into account in presence of water due to the very small pore size.  

In the literature, many papers studied the impact of water invasion and its impact on 

gas recovery. For example, Figure 1.13 (Bertoncello et al. (2014)), presents the gas rate for 

three different water invasion depths. Clearly, a decreasing in flow rates occurs at early time 

of production when water invasion is more important. Actually, fracturing fluid induced 

formation damage impacts mainly gas production from shale reservoirs at early time. A major 

concern after a hydraulic fracturing operation is water blocking effect in tight formation due to 

high capillary pressure and the presence of water sensitive clays. Although some studies were 

performed in laboratory or at core scale, few works discuss the impact of formation damage 

in a large SRV on shale-gas productions.  

The simulation of fracturing induced formation damage on a SRV scale requires 

generally a great number of grid blocks and consequently a very large CPU time, which makes 

the simulation prohibitive.  

 

Figure 1.13: Impact of water invasion depth on gas rate; after Bertoncello et al. (2014).  

In this report, we will study the hydraulic damage, due to fluid invasion into the 

formation, using a hybrid approach by simulating the full process of fracturing fluid invasion 

followed by a cleanup of loaded fluid in a complex fracture network in the whole stimulated 
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reservoir volume. The necessary of full-field information for the hydraulically fractured well 

simulation has been discussed in the literature; see for example, Ehrl and Schueler (2000); Lolon 

et al. (2007); Fazelipour, (2011); Delorme et al. (2013). In shale-gas formations, it is particularly 

necessary to take into account the presence of complex fracture network and their contribution 

on gas productions. 

1.5 Research Objectives  

Clearly, production from unconventional low permeability shale-gas/tight oil reservoirs 

has become an important source of gas in the world especially in the US. In 2011, gas production 

from shale formation has reached 30 percent of total production after comprising only 8 percent 

in 2007 (EIA, 2013). Consequently, the development of a realistic approach for gas flow 

modelling from shale reservoirs is a topic of an active research worldwide. Thus, researchers 

make a huge effort for understanding/recognizing the correct physics in order to describe flow 

transport in nano-porous shale reservoirs. 

Usually, to simulate accurately flows in a fractured low permeability reservoir, it is 

required to explicitly discretize the fracture network and use very fine meshes around the 

fractures. However, the presence of a complex fracture network in shale reservoirs makes it 

impossible. In fact, discretizing the Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) make any reservoir 

simulator too CPU time consuming.  

As generally recognized, dual-continuum (dual-porosity and dual-permeability) models are 

not suitable for simulating gas recovery from shale reservoirs due to the ultra-low formation 

permeability, large matrix block and a non-linear pressure variation into the matrix grid cell. In 

fact, the inter-porosity flow is treated by a quasi-steady-state flow formulation with a dual-

porosity model. However, dual-continuum models present an efficient computational time 

comparing to an explicit discretized model, where an enormous grid cells is required to discretize 

each fracture explicitly. So, an approach combining explicit discretized model and dual-

continuum model is extremely needed to make reservoir simulation efficient in terms of flow 

prediction and CPU time consuming.  

First, in this work, a hybrid approach is proposed to model flow behavior from 

unconventional shale-gas reservoirs. In particular, we propose a hybrid approach associated with 
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the classic MINC (Multiple INteracting Continua) method in order to improve the matrix-

fracture flow exchange known also by the inter-porosity flow. Moreover, this hybrid approach 

consists in a triple-continuum model, where high conductive fractures (propped) are explicitly 

discretized and natural, stimulated (non-propped) and non-stimulated fractures in the stimulated 

reservoir volume (SRV) are homogenized using a standard dual-porosity model. The matrix 

media of the dual-porosity model is subdivided into nested sub-volumes based on the MINC 

method taking into account all sorts of fracture distribution.  

Furthermore, the efficiency and the ability of the hybrid approach are investigated 

through several numerical examples, including a small reservoir zone and a large SRV case 

treating a Warren and Root’s fracture network type (regular discrete fracture network). On one 

hand, the study focuses on flow prediction from unconventional shale-gas reservoirs. On the 

other hand, the formation damage; due to hydraulic fracturing by simulating the full process of 

fracturing fluid invasion followed by a cleanup of loaded fluid in the whole SRV, is considered 

and studied. The ability of this hybrid approach to simulate correctly fracturing fluid invasion 

and its backflow under hydraulic fracturing between matrix and fractures is discussed.  

Later in this work, our hybrid approach based on the classic MINC method is generalized 

to treat the irregular fracture distribution. The generalized approach is called DFM based on a 

MINC proximity function. Finally, a complex DFN is studied to quantify the ability and the 

robustness of our DFM based on a MINC proximity function for unconventional shale 

reservoirs simulations. A study concerning a shale-gas reservoir and a tight-oil reservoir with the 

presence of an irregular DFN distribution is presented. Note that, initially our study focuses on 

modelling flow from unconventional shale gas reservoirs. However, our DFM is also tested on a 

tight-oil reservoir example in order to test its ability to modelling flow from different types of 

unconventional reservoirs.
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Chapter 2 -  RESERVOIRS SIMULATION MODELS 

Hydraulic fractures play an important role in gas production from unconventional low 

permeability shale reservoirs. Additionally, fractures may exist in various scales leading to a 

complex DFN as shown in Figure 2.1. As recognized, in order to enhance gas production from 

shale formations, hydraulic stimulation is required. Therefore, a higher heterogeneity with the 

presence of multi-scale fractures, including hydraulic and natural fractures (stimulated and/or un-

stimulated), occurs through the reservoir and makes reservoir simulations and flow modelling 

from such reservoirs quite challenging. Nevertheless, fluid flow could be modeled by taking into 

account a single hydraulic fracture or a complex fracture network around the well (see, Figure 

2.2). 

In order to model properly gas flow from shale-gas reservoirs, different types (propped 

and/or non-propped, stimulated and/or non-stimulated) of multi-scale fractures must be 

incorporated in the reservoir simulation model. Usually, a single-porosity or dual-continuum 

models are used in shale-gas flow simulations. However, a single-porosity model is often too 

CPU time consuming due to the large number of grid cells and the dual-continuum models are 

not accurate for unconventional reservoir simulations. 

So, in this chapter, a review on different simulation models, such as the single-porosity 

model with an explicit fracture discretization, the dual-continuum models presented by a single-

permeability (2ϕ-1K) or a dual-permeability (2ϕ-2K) approach, the multi-porosity model, the 

classic MINC method and the discrete fracture model is presented. 
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Figure 2.1: A large fracture network with an irregular fractures distribution; after Delorme et al. 
(2013). 

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the level of hydraulic fracture complexities; after Warpinski et al. (2008). 

2.1 Explicit Fracture Discretization with Single-Porosity Model  

As multi-scale fractures have a crucial role in shale-gas reservoir productions, these 

fractures should be modeled properly for a better gas recovery prediction from shale-gas 

reservoir simulations. According to the explicit approach; all fractures must be included and 

explicitly discretized using fine grid cells. Such approach was used by Cipolla et al. (2009b), Cheng 

(2010) in order to simulate shale-gas reservoir where fractures were represented using fine cells.  

Moreover, Cipolla et al. (2009b), Ding et al. (2014a) used an approach known as DK-LS-

LGR (Dual-Permeability-Logarithmically Spaced-Local Grid Refinement) which consists in 

discretizing explicitly the major fractures and refining the matrix media near the fractures by 
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using a logarithmic spacing for a better flow modelling into and from the fractures (matrix-

fracture interaction). This method is a good technique for simulating hydraulic fractures in shale-

gas reservoirs where it consists in discretizing all sorts of existing fractures. On one hand, the 

explicit discretized model with a single-porosity approach presents an advantage where it can 

model regular fracture network accurately as the fractures are known for their spatial 

distributions. On the other hand, due to the presence of multi-scale fractures in shale-gas 

formation, this technique is not a good approach for reservoir simulation as it requires a large 

number of grid cells and high computational CPU time. Furthermore, facing an irregular fracture 

distribution, this kind of model is not suitable for shale-gas reservoir simulations where an 

unstructured mesh is required. Moreover, the problem of CPU time can be bypassed using dual-

continuum models such as, dual-porosity, dual-permeability or multi-porosity models.  

2.2 Dual-Continuum Models 

Originally developed by Barenblatt et al. (1960) and Warren and Root (1963), dual-

continuum models represent the field with two systems, named matrix and fracture. For a better 

comprehension of the flow connections from a dual-porosity model, a schematic diagram and 

fluid flow method is given in Figure 2.3. Since it was proposed by Warren and Root (1963), dual-

porosity model in addition to the dual-permeability model are the most commonly approaches 

used for modelling naturally fractured reservoirs in the petroleum industry. However, due to the 

ultra-low matrix permeability which emphasizes the transient period, dual-continuum models are 

not suitable for flow modelling in shale formation. 

 

Figure 2.3: Flow connections in the dual-porosity method; after Karsten Pruess (1992). 
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2.2.1 Shape-Factor 

The most commonly challenging problem concerning unconventional reservoir 

simulations is to modelling properly the matrix-fracture flow exchange. Performing reservoir 

simulations using dual-continuum models usually require a shape factor in order to calculate the 

matrix-fracture interaction. Since the dual-porosity model was introduced, many different values 

for the shape factor have been proposed in the literature.  

Firstly, Warren and Root (1963) used the shape-factor concept to model fluid transfer 

between matrix and fractures. They introduced the following shape-factor:  

 
 

(2.1) 

where,  denotes the dimension and  denotes the matrix block size: 

 

 

 

 

(2.2) 

After Warren and Root, Kazemi (1976) proposed the following shape-factor: 

 

 

(2.3) 

with,  = 4 and with  denoting the matrix block size. 
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Coats (1989) mentioned that the shape-factor proposed by Kazemi is too low, and 

suggests a shape factor  = 8. Lim and Aziz (1995) published a result similar to Chang (1993), 

which showed  = π². In fact, they derived an analytical full transient solution of the diffusion 

equation for the single-phase flow and determined the shape factor under a pseudo-steady-state 

regime. Chang (1993), Lim and Aziz (1995) confirmed that shape-factor is actually not a constant, 

but a function of time. Quintard and Whitaker (1996) applied a mathematical technique 

consisting in averaging, at the overall scale of a matrix block, the single-phase Darcy flow 

equations describing local flows within the matrix block. Additionally, van Heel and Boerrigter 

(2006) presented various forms of shape-factor treating different physical phenomena such as 

diffusion and convection processes.  

Table 2.1 summarizes the shape factors most used in the literature, the values in the table 

corresponds to , for a cubic block of lateral dimension a (a ( ), exchanging 

fluids for 1D, 2D or 3D flow transfer cases. 

 
Table 2.1: Comparison of Shape factors σa² reported in the literature; after Bourbiaux (1999). 

Case 

Warren and 

Root 

(1963) 

Kazemi 

et al. 
(1976) 

Coats 

(1989) 

Lim and Aziz 

(1995) 

Quintard and 

Whitaker 

(1996) 

1D 12 4 8 π² (9.87) 12 

2D 32 8 16 2 π² (19.7) 28.4 

3D 60 12 24 3 π² (29.6) 49.6 

2.2.2 Dual-Porosity Model (2ϕ-1K) 

Due to their simplicity and computational efficiency, most fractured reservoir simulations 

are based on dual-continuum models, where the matrix-fracture interaction is modeled via a 

shape-factor. The dual-porosity approach represents the reservoir model with two systems 

(matrix and fracture). Figure 2.4 shows different concepts of fracture-matrix interactions using 

dual-continuum models. Figure 2.4(b) shows the concept of a dual-porosity model. Also, we 

should mention that a dual-porosity model is based on a pseudo-steady state flow regime 

modelling exchange flow between fracture and matrix continuum. Note that, this kind of model 
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is not suitable for shale-gas simulations due to the tight reservoir rock with very low matrix 

permeability (nano-Darcy). 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic of different conceptualizations for handling fracture-matrix interactions: 
(a) effective-continuum model, ECM; (b) dual-porosity model; (c) dual-permeability model; and 
(d) multi-porosity, triple-continuum model. (M=matrix; F=large-fractures; f=small- fractures). 

2.2.3 Dual-Permeability Model (2ϕ-2K) 

These kinds of models have been incorporated in almost every commercial reservoir 

simulator, due to their simplicity to implement, and high computational efficiency. Figures 2.4(b) 

and (c), the difference between dual-porosity and dual-permeability is represented from these two 

conceptual models. In fact, a dual-permeability model allows matrix-to-matrix flow while a single-

permeability one does not. Both models rely on a pseudo-steady-state condition for flow 

exchange between fractures and the matrix system.  

The applicability of the dual-continuum models to unconventional reservoir simulation 

has been studied in the literature (see for example, Rubin (2010); Ding et al. (2014a)), where 

results show that these models are not able to properly model gas flow from very low 

permeability fractured shale reservoirs. In fact, the transient period is very long due to the large 

matrix block size and extremely low matrix permeability, and the conditions of a pseudo-steady-

state flow are not satisfied (Wu and Pruess (1988)). However, dual-continuum models are suitable 

for conventional fractured reservoirs, where fluid transfers can be handled due to higher matrix 

permeability and the short transient period (see, Kazemi (1969); Wu et al. (2004)). In general, the 

dual-continuum models are no longer applicable to unconventional low permeability reservoirs. 
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However, the MINC method, which uses nested discretization for the matrix media, could 

provide a better handling of the inter-porosity flow, where the flow exchange between the matrix 

and fracture media is treated by a fully transient representation.  

2.3 The Multiple INteracting Continua Method 

A shale-gas reservoir primarily consists in three main types of porous media: organic 

matter, inorganic matter and natural fractures; where a fourth type called hydraulic/induced 

fractures occurs during hydraulic stimulation. It must be mentioned that, gas desorption and 

diffusion are the dominant physics in the organic matter or kerogen, where the organic content is 

expressed in term of TOC. Thus, the inorganic matrix contains clay, quartz and calcite particles. 

Bicheng Yan et al. (2013) presented a micro-scale multiple-porosity model for fluid flow in shale 

reservoirs. As unconventional shale-gas reservoirs present significant heterogeneity depending on 

multi-scale fractures (hydraulic fractures, stimulated natural fractures, natural fractures, micro-

fractures) and matrix continuum, a multiple-porosity as presented in Figure 2.4(d) (or 

triple/multiple-continuum) is needed. Clearly, in shale-gas reservoirs, a large number of micro, 

medium and large fractures exist together with a heterogeneous matrix. All these media cannot be 

lumped into an averaged by one medium. However, the standard triple-continuum model 

proposed by Wu et al. (2004) is suffering from the same requirement of the pseudo-steady-state 

flow assumption as the dual-porosity model. If such pseudo-steady-state condition is not 

satisfied, the multiple-continuum model should be used in combination with the MINC concept 

to handle heterogeneity, as well as long lasting transient flow in the matrix system. 

MINC stands for “Multiple INteracting Continua”, originally developed by Pruess et al. 

(1982) and Pruess and Narasimhan (1985) to model heat and multiphase fluid flow in fractured 

porous media. This concept is able to describe gradients of pressures, temperatures, or 

concentrations near matrix surface and inside the matrix by further subdividing individual matrix 

blocks into one or multidimensional strings of nested meshes. Also, MINC is particularly suitable 

to media where the fractures are well connected (fracture network), so that a continuum 

treatment of flow in the fracture can be made. This method is a generalization of the dual-

porosity (DP) concept.  
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The main difference between MINC method and a DP model is in the matrix-fracture 

exchange known also by “inter-porosity flow”. The DP method simulates matrix-fracture 

exchange on the basis of a pseudo-steady state flow, while MINC method treats the problem 

entirely by numerical methods in a fully transient way. In other words, MINC method consists in 

a fully transient representation of the inter-porosity flow. Global flow in a fractured-porous 

media will flow through the fractures while matrix blocks can exchange fluid with the fractures. 

In general, the MINC model provides a better numerical approximation for transient fracture-

matrix interactions than the dual-porosity model. Also, this technique was applied to various 

studies of fractured reservoirs (see, Nanba (1991); Farhadinia and Delshad (2010)).  

Additionally, the concept of MINC method consists in partitioning of the matrix blocks 

into a sequence of nested volume elements as schematically shown in Figure 2.5(a), where a 

MINC6 model is presented and continuums # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent the subdivision of the 

matrix media. Also, Figure 2.5(b) is a representation of MINC5, where 5 refers to the number of 

subdivisions in matrix media. This technique presents a solution concerning the matrix-fracture 

flow exchange, which seems suitable and more efficient than a standard dual-porosity model. 

Additionally, in case of multi-phase (gas and water) flow simulations, very fine subdivisions near 

fracture are required for a better simulation of fluid invasion and its backflow after a hydraulic 

operation, which can be modeled and accurately simulated using MINC method. Furthermore, 

the application of MINC method in partitioning the matrix media into nested volumes based on 

the distance from the fracture is not limited to a regular fractured network but can also be applied 

to an irregular network as shown in Figure 2.5(b). 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the MINC concept for (a) a regular fractures network; after Pruess and 
Narasimham (1983) and (b) for an arbitrary fractures distribution; after Pruess (1982 and 1992). 
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2.4 Discrete Fracture Models (DFMs) 

Usually, shale-gas formations are naturally fractured and fractures are irregularly 

distributed through the reservoirs. Such characteristics from shale formation increase the 

heterogeneity and the complexity of the reservoir simulation. Lately, to model a realistic reservoir 

fracture network, a new type of model called discrete fracture models (DFMs) has received a 

great attention. In fact, these kinds of models consist in discretizing complex fracture networks 

(hydraulic, reactivated, induced, micro-fractures, etc.). Early, Lee et al. (2001) proposed a 

Hierarchical Fracture Model (HFM) to model fluid flow from natural fractured reservoirs taking 

into account multi-length scaled fractures. Their concept consists in discretizing explicitly long 

fractures as major fluid conduits while short and medium fractures were homogenized. In fact, 

Homogenized fractures contribute in increasing the effective matrix permeability. Many 

techniques using DFMs were tested and studied in the literature (see, for example, De Dreuzy et 

al., (2013)). Most applicable models called by Unstructured Discrete-Fracture Model (USDFM), 

Embedded Discrete-Fracture Model (EDFM) and iDFM (integrate Discrete Fracture Model), see 

for example, Karimi-Fard et al. (2004, 2006), Moinfar et al. (2011 and 2013b), Norbeck et al. 

(2014). Actually, most DFMs rely on unstructured grids to conform the geometry and location of 

the fracture network. These approaches are a new class of models which can accurately simulate 

fluid flow from naturally fractured reservoirs. 

Karimi-Fard et al. (2004, 2006) developed a USDFMs based on an unstructured control-

volume finite-difference formulation, where the rock matrix is modeled by 3D polyhedral cells 

and the fracture network is represented by a subset of the 2D interfaces separating grid cells. 

Figure 2.6(a) depicts a 2D example of fracture network defined in a physical domain. The 

physical domain is discretized using unstructured grids, where the matrix is represented by 2D 

control volumes and the fractures by 1D control volumes. The thick line segments in the grid 

domain represent the fractures. Also, as shown in Figure 2.6(b), each control volume is associated 

with a node. It must be mentioned that, this type of DFMs could be implemented in any 

reservoir simulator to accurately capture the complexity of a fractured reservoir. Otherwise, 

generation of such grid for an arbitrary fracture network can be a substantial challenge. 
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of a (a) 2D example of a fractured porous medium and (b) an unstructured 
model consisting in a control-volume finite-difference formulation; after Karimi-Fard et al. (2004). 

 

Moinfar et al. (2011 and 2013b) introduce a new type of discrete fracture models called 

EDFMs. Generally, EDFMs consist in modelling fractures embedded in a structured matrix grid. 

Also, Norbeck et al. (2014) presents an iDFM where a numerical model was developed, aiming to 

capture the dynamic behavior of fractured reservoir systems in which both the properties of 

individual fractures and the connectivity of fracture networks are expected to evolve over time. 

The approach proposed by Jack Norbeck et al. (2014) consists in coupling fluid flow in fractures 

to mechanical deformation of the fractures. Thus, the fracture mechanics and propagation 

calculations are done using the strategy introduced by McClure (2012). Also, to incorporate 

matrix-fracture mass exchange into geomechanical model, the HFM approach was adopted from 

Lee et al. (2001).  

Furthermore, using DFMs present several advantages. Actually, these types of models use 

a structured grid representing the matrix media, while the flow exchange is done through 

transmissibility calculation depending on fracture intersection with the matrix grid. The approach 

proposed by Moinfar et al. (2013b), employed a structured grid bypassing entirely the challenges 

associated with unstructured gridding required for other discrete fracture models. In fact, this 

approach consists in modelling fractured reservoirs using two completely different domains, 

matrix and large scale fractures. Hence, it offers a computational efficiency while simulating fluid 

flow in natural fracture reservoirs. So, using discrete fracture models, a structured grid is usually 

used to represent the homogenized matrix media, where the intersection between fractures and 

the matrix grid should be quantified. Here some possible intersections between the two domains 

are schematized in Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.7: Possible intersections of vertical, an inclined fracture plane and a matrix gridblock, 
which can be rectangle, triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, hexagon; after Ali Moinfar (2013a). 

 

A non-neighboring connection (NNC) is generally required for the DFM approach. 

Moinfar et al. (2013) represents three possible types of NNCs (see, Figure 2.8), which are required 

to implant in the reservoir modelling the different connections between (a) a fracture cell and its 

neighboring matrix grid cell, (b) two intersecting fractures and (c) two cells of an individual 

fracture crossing through two matrix grid cells.  

 

Figure 2.8: Three possible connections in DFMs; after Moinfar (2013a). 
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Hence, after identifying the possible connections between fractures and matrix media, 

transmissibility must be calculated.  

In the literature, Hajibeygi et al. (2011) presents an appropriate approach using an 

analytical method to calculate the average distance between fracture and its neighboring rock 

matrix. The average distance between a matrix cell and a fracture cell is donated by , which 

can be calculated by Equation (2.4). Furthermore, analytical expressions of particularly cases and 

different possible 2D scenarios are presented in Figure 2.9. 

 
 

(2.4) 

Most DFMs rely on analytical expressions concerning the mean distance. However, 

naturally fractured reservoirs present very complex fractures network. Obviously, the approach 

based on analytical expressions may not be applicable, especially when several fractures present in 

the same matrix cell. So, other techniques are required to be studied for efficient transmissibility 

calculations.  

 

Figure 2.9: Different analytical expressions of <d> for some selected 2D scenarios; after 
Hajibeygi et al. (2011). 

2.5 Governing Equations 

As presented above, both single-porosity and dual-porosity models can be used in 

reservoir simulations. In case of dual-porosity model, two continua (matrix and fracture) should 

be considered. The general equations governing three-phase, multi-component, three-

dimensional flow in naturally fractured reservoirs with a dual-porosity model, are written in the 
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follows. The mole conservation for each component c in a dual-permeability system is expressed 

as: 

 

 

(2.5) 

and 

 

(2.6) 

where the superscript  refers to the fracture, superscript  to the matrix and subscript  to the 

phase. ,  are the matrix and fracture porosity, respectively.  is (for medium ) 

the mole fraction of component  in phase  and  (for medium ) the saturation of 

the phase .  is the mole density of phase  in medium .  corresponds to the gas 

sorption term, and it appears only in the gas component conservation equation in the matrix 

media.  is the velocity of phase  in medium .  is the molecular diffusion and 

dispersion flux of component  in phase  in medium . Also,  is the sink/source 

term of phase  per unit volume of formation in medium .  is the matrix-fracture 

mass flow rate of component  in phase  per unit bulk volume of reservoir.  

The phase velocity is expressed in both media as usually with the Darcy equation: 

and 
 

(2.7) 
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where  is depth (positive, increasing downwards),  is the algebraic value of gravitational 

acceleration projection on  axis.  is the absolute permeability tensor of the medium,  the 

pressure of phase ,  the viscosity of phase ,  the relative permeability of phase . Full 

tensor permeabilities are often required to describe complex reservoirs, especially fractured 

reservoirs. 

For simplicity, let us consider a gas-water two-phase flow problem. It is assumed that the 

gas and water components are present only in their associated phases and adsorbed gas is within 

the solid phase of rock. Also, molecular diffusion and dispersion flux of component are 

neglected. In this case with a dual-continuum model, the mole conservation is applied to each 

component  ((  for gas and  for water) in both matrix and fractured media, and 

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are simplifies by: 

  (2.8) 

 (2.9) 

In a dual-porosity model, if the single-permeability concept is applied, the term 

 in Equation (2.9) is ignored. In the following, we will discuss how to simulate the 

specific shale-gas flow physics with the above model and the numerical discretization aspects that 

are involved in the implementation of that model. 

Although gas desorption from kerogenic media has been studied extensively in coalbed 

methane reservoirs, and several models have been developed for such reservoirs (Clarkson and 

Bustin (2010)), the sorption properties of shale are not necessarily analogous to coal (Leahy-Dios 
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et al. (2011)). The most commonly used empirical model describing sorption onto organic carbon 

in shales is analogous to that used in coalbed methane and follows the Langmuir isotherm 

(Langmuir (1916)).  

The sorption term in Equations (2.6) or (2.9) is calculated by: 

 
 

(2.10) 

where  is the volume of adsorbed gas in standard conditions per unit mass of solid,  is the 

solid rock density, and  is the gas mole density at standard condition.  

The system equations Equations (2.8) and (2.9) are discretized in space using a control-

volume method. Time discretization is carried out using a backward, first-order, fully-implicit, 

finite-difference scheme. In this section, we will particularly study spatial discretizations for the 

flow term across an interface between two neighboring cells (transmissibility calculation) and for 

the matrix-fracture exchange in a dual-porosity model and with the MINC approach. The analysis 

for the transmissibility calculation is particularly useful for explicit discretization of fractures with 

a single-porosity model. The investigation of MINC method and study new techniques is helpful 

to improve the calculation of matrix-fracture exchange in a dual-porosity model (see, Figure 

2.10).  

For simplicity, we consider only the discretization of the transport equation for a single-

porosity model. This equation is very similar to the transport equation of the matrix media 

Equation (2.9) in the dual-porosity model. By neglecting the sorption term and the matrix-

fracture exchange term, the discretization of Equation (2.9) on a cell  with a control volume 

method is given by:  

 

 

(2.11) 
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where the superscript  denotes the previous time step, and  the current time step to be 

solved; is the timestep size;  is the volume of the cell ;  contains the set of direct 

neighboring cells  of cell ;  is the flow term between cells  and ; and  is the 

sink/source term in cell .  

The flow terms  in the above equation are mole fluxes by advective processes. When 

Darcy’s law is applicable, this term is written as: 

 

 

(2.12) 

where  is the interface between cells  and ,  is the mobility term of phase ,  is the 

absolute permeability,  is the potential, and  is the normal direction at the interface . Taking 

a simplified two point flux approximation scheme, the discretization of the flow term is given by: 

 
 

(2.13) 

where  is calculated with an upstream scheme;  is the transmissibility between cells  and , 

calculated with a weighted harmonic average for a two-points scheme (Figure 2.11): 

 
 

(2.14) 
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where  is the area of the interface between cells  and ;  and  are respectively the 

distances from the cell centers  and  to their interface;  and  are respectively the absolute 

permeabilities in cells  and  in the direction orthogonal to their common interface.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.10: Connection transmissibility 

calculation using MINC method. 
Figure 2.11: Transmissibility calculation using 

a two points flux approximation scheme. 
 

Meanwhile, in a dual-porosity model, the flow exchange term between coupled matrix 

and fracture cells is calculated by: 

 ) (2.15) 

where  is the mobility term to phase ;  and  are the matrix and fracture potential 

respectively;  is the shape factor, characterized by the geometry of matrix block(s) and the 

matrix permeability under pseudo-steady-state flow.  

However, as the matrix permeability in the shale-gas reservoir is very low, the flow can be 

in transient regime during several years before stabilizing in a pseudo-steady-state regime. 

Therefore, the dual-porosity model is generally not accurate enough for flow simulations in the 

shale-gas reservoir using a shape factor obtained under pseudo-steady-state condition. 

Nevertheless, the MINC method could improve the matrix-fracture flow exchange by 

introducing an entirely a transient solution based on a numerical approach.  
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In the MINC approach, the matrix block is subdivided according to a criterion based on 

the distance from the fracture in order to build a pattern of nested meshes. The flow transport is 

governed by Equations (2.8) and (2.9) in the fractures and the matrix media, respectively. The 

discretization for inter-porosity flows in subdivision cells is still written in the form of Equation 

(2.11) with flow exchange between two neighboring cells calculated by Equation (2.12) or 

Equation (2.13). The key point of the MINC method is the approximation of the flow term  

between two neighboring nested meshes expressed by Equation (2.12). Considering a square 

matrix block (2D problem) and assuming the matrix permeability  is constant, the 

discretization form of the flow  between two neighboring sub-cells  and  is still given by 

Equation (2.13) with the transmissibility  given by:  

 
 

(2.16) 

where,  is the area of the interface between these two sub-cells and  is the average distance 

between the two sub grids. This approach is reasonably accurate, if the potential is constant in 

each ring (dashed lines in Figure 2.10). It is generally true for sub-cells near the boundary, 

especially in early-time. But it is less accurate for fluid flow approximation near the matrix block 

center. Ding et al. (2014a) propose an approach based on iso-potential lines for matrix block 

subdivisions and for the transmissibility calculation to improve the MINC method. This 

approach improves the MINC method for single-phase flow simulations. 
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Chapter 3 -  HYBRID APPROACH BASED ON THE CLASSIC 

MINC METHOD 

The objective of this work is to propose a simulation technique in order to model 

properly the gas flow from low permeability unconventional shale-gas reservoirs. However, 

improving the flow modelling of the matrix-fracture interaction especially for multi-phase flow 

problems in shale-gas reservoirs remains the main objective.  

In this chapter, a hybrid approach for unconventional shale-gas reservoir simulations is 

proposed. This hybrid approach model consists in a triple-porosity model associated with the 

classic MINC method. Moreover, this model treats the fractures in a hierarchical way, where the 

fractures are classified based on a conductivity criterion. Note that, high conductive fractures 

such as hydraulic fractures are explicitly discretized while low conductive fractures (natural and 

un-propped) are homogenized within a standard dual-porosity model. However, the matrix 

medium is subdivided based on the concept of the MINC method.  

The ability and the efficiency of our hybrid approach to model properly flow from 

unconventional shale-gas reservoirs is also tested. Our hybrid approach is compared to an explicit 

discretized model with a single-porosity approach set as a reference solution. Note that, the 

explicit model consists in very fine grid cells where all sort of fractures are explicitly discretized 

taking into account a LGR (Local Grid Refinement) technique.  

In this chapter, the numerical results for both single and two-phase flow simulations with 

a regular fracture network are presented. The impact of fracturing fluid invasion on gas recovery 

from shale-gas reservoirs is discussed. 
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3.1 Methodology 

In general, unconventional gas reservoirs are naturally fractured with low reservoir 

permeability. Furthermore, the presence of multi-scale fractures increases the heterogeneity and 

complexity of reservoir simulations. In fact, simulations where fractures are explicitly discretized 

using a single-porosity model requires very fine grid cells as fracture width is small. This kind of 

approach can give us a very accurate flow modelling into and from fractures. However, it 

involves a large number of cells which is not suitable for the reservoir simulations due to the high 

CPU time. Moreover, the commonly used dual-porosity approaches based on pseudo-steady-state 

flow regime are inadequate for solving fluid flow from such reservoirs facing tight reservoir rock 

with nano-Darcy permeability. Lately, new type of models called discrete fracture model (DFM) 

have received a great attention. These models consist in discretizing reservoirs fractures, and need 

efficient transmissibility calculation between fractures and matrix cells.  

In this part, we will present our hybrid approach based on the concept of MINC method 

for a regular fracture distribution. In other words, we will study the ability of this approach on 

Warren & Root fracture type.  

The MINC approach was investigated by Ding et al. (2014a) for the single-phase flow 

simulation in shale-gas reservoirs. The purpose of the MINC method implementation is to 

improve the two-phase flow simulations via the matrix-fracture interaction in extremely low-

permeability fractured reservoirs. Note that, for a two-phase flow simulation, fine grids around 

the fractures are needed in order to quantify the presence of fluid near fracture faces. However, 

using a standard dual-continuum approach, this matter is not possible.  

As flow modelling from shale reservoirs is very complicated due to the presence of a 

complex multi-scale fracture network. In order to overcome the complexity of flow simulation 

from unconventional reservoirs, we propose to treat the reservoir into three different zones. In 

other words, our fractures will be classified using a hierarchical technique based on fracture 

conductivity. Lee et al. (2001) presented a hierarchical approach based on fracture length. In this 

work, a criterion on fracture conductivity will be taken into account.  

Once our fractures are created, a classification between high and low conductive fractures 

will be done. Firstly, in the SRV zone a standard dual-porosity approach is applied. So, low 

conductive densely natural and micro fractures are homogenized as one fractured media in the 
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SRV zone. However, high conductive hydraulic fractures are explicitly discretized, and the 

interaction between high conductive hydraulic fractures and the homogenized fractured media 

and considered.  

 

Figure 3.1: A MINC6 model (a) for a 2D square case Lx = Ly and (b) for a 2D rectangular case 
where Lx ≠ Ly. 

 

The MINC method is applied to the flow exchange between the matrix and the 

homogenized fractures. Note that, for a squared matrix block where the block dimensions in x 

and y directions are equal with  as shown in Figure 3.1(a), the formulas presented by 

Pruess and Narasimhan (1985) are taken into consideration. However, if a rectangular Warren 

and Root’s fracture type case is faced we propose to calculate the exchange area and the average 

distance between sub grids cells of the MINC method differently. An illustration of an example 

where the grid block dimensions are different (where the grid block dimensions are different (  ≠ ) is presented in Figure 3.1(b). 

The calculation of the average distance between subdivisions will be described hereafter. 

In fact, the user is able to define the number of matrix refinement and the fraction volume of 

each subdivision. In other words, the volume of each subdivision is known. Let’s suppose the 2D 

example presented in Figure 3.1(b) with  and  representing the grid dimensions in x and y 
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direction respectively. The main objective here is to calculate an equal distance  from the 

fractures for each subdivision.  

For example, let’s consider  and  are the dimensions of a subdivision . So, the 

volume of subdivision  defined by fraction volume  is written by Equation (3.1): 

 
 

(3.1) 

where, 
 

 

(3.2) 

Combining Equations (3.2) and (3.1): 

 

 
(3.3) 

 = 0 

 = 0 

(3.4) 

Solving this second order polynomial of , the distance  of each subdivision from the 

fractures (dashed lines in Figure 3.1) is calculated using the fraction of each matrix subdivision. 

Once the distances from the fractures to each subdivision face are known, then the average 

distance  between two consecutives subdivisions could be calculated. Moreover, the surface 

exchange  and the transmissibility  between two consecutives matrix subdivisions  

and  are calculated by the following equations:  
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(3.5) 

 
 

(3.6) 

where,  corresponds to the depth of the studied grid cell. 

Furthermore, a single-porosity model is applied to the non-SRV region (matrix 

formation). As two different zones are presented, SRV and non-SRV zones, a transition zone 

which connect these two media exists. In order to model properly the flow between the two 

zones, we suggest to apply a refinement on the border of the SRV. In fact, a LGR technique is 

taken into consideration connecting the non-SRV/SRV regions using a 1D MINC approach (see, 

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3) in order to improve the flow exchange between these two regions. It 

must be mentioned that, concerning the transition area, matrix media on the border of the SRV 

zone is connected with the homogenized (DP/MINC) fracture media inside the SRV.  

  

Figure 3.2: One-dimensional (a) fracture model 
in y-direction and (b) its optimization using 

the MINC method. 

Figure 3.3: Two-dimensional fracture model 
for (a) a discretized model and (b) the MINC 

optimization with nested sub-grids. 

 

The transmissibility between a high conductive hydraulic fracture and the fractured media 

(DP/MINC) inside the SRV zone needs to be correctly calculated, for example, using an integral 

approach (Ding et al. (2014b)). In this chapter, for hydraulic fractures oriented along the grid axes 

as show in the example of Figure 3.4, the following equation is used: 
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(3.7) 

where,  is the homogenized block permeability in the x-direction,  is the fracture 

permeability,  is half length of the block size in x-direction,  is the half aperture of the 

hydraulic fracture and  represents the exchange area between these two media. 

The benefits from using a hybrid approach are numerous. Firstly, this approach reduces 

the number of grid cells comparing to a reference solution where fractures are explicitly 

discretized. In fact, decreasing the number of grid cells will result in decreasing the computational 

time. Performing simulations using the hybrid approach takes seconds or minutes rather than 

hours or days comparing to an explicit discretized model on the same hardware. Secondly, this 

approach is accurate for shale-gas reservoir simulations, where a similar trend could be found 

with a minimum time which is benefit for petroleum companies and research studies.  

Hereafter in this work, we will present a comparison between this new approach and a 

reference solution (simulation with an extremely refined grid with an explicit fracture 

discretization using a single-porosity model) for different fracture spacing. Additionally, various 

physical processes could be tested with this hybrid model, for example, adsorption/desorption, 

geomechanics effect, Klinkenberg aspect, etc.  

The main purpose is to improve matrix-fracture flow exchange. Based on the MINC 

approach, the matrix media is subdivided into several nested volumes, and this is more suitable 

than a dual-porosity/permeability method to modelling matrix-fracture interaction and handling 

the physics of such flow. Moreover, the MINC concept could be a solution of the inter-porosity 

flow, where this approach can treat this problem entirely by a fully transient representation. In 

fact, the stimulated fracture network could be represented by regular fracture geometry with a 

uniform spacing in the SRV. As explained before, a standard MINC method (2D approach) was 

used inside SRV, together with a single-porosity approach in the non-stimulated zone. In the 
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transient area between SRV and non-stimulated volume, a 1D MINC approach by using nested 

fine cells around the fracture in x/y-direction (see, Figure 3.4). 

Furthermore, a reservoir example discussing the impact of hydraulic damage due to 

fracturing fluid invasion into a tight formation by simulating the full process of fracturing 

operation in a complex fracture network from shale-gas reservoirs is presented. To simulate 

correctly fracturing fluid invasion and its backflow, very fine cells are required near the fractures 

for fracture-matrix interaction simulations as fluid invasion is generally shallow in the tight 

formation. Additionally, for a better gas flow modelling fluid transport should be considered in 

multi-scale fracture network.  

The proposed hybrid approach associated with the concept of MINC method is perfectly 

suitable for simulation of this kind of problems. This hybrid approach provides a solution for a 

better reservoir simulation in shale formations. Furthermore, the hybrid model explicitly 

describes the dominant role of primary fractures (or flow conduits), as well as it offers a 

computational efficiency where the number of grid cells is greatly reduced. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the proposed hybrid approach, where (a) a non-SRV region, (b) a SRV 
region where the Classic MINC method is applied, (c) a transition zone where a refinement using 

1D MINC method is applied on the border of the SRV region and (d) a horizontal well. 
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3.2 Small Reservoir Zone 

In this part, a simple case considering a single squared matrix block of 200 ft in x and y 

directions is studied. Figure 3.5(a) presents the explicit discretized model where the fractures are 

represented by dashed lines and surrounded the matrix grid block. On the other hand, Figure 

3.5(b) presents the 2D dimensional MINC optimization. . The net thickness of the reservoir in z 

direction is of 300 ft. In this study, the permeabilities are defined as 0.0001 mD in the matrix and 

2 D in the fractures. The fracture aperture is fixed at 0.005 ft. Furthermore, the porosity of the 

matrix media is 0.05. 

 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of (a) the explicit discretized model and (b) the classic MINC method for 
a grid cell of 200 ft in x and y direction. 

 

According to the explicit discretized model (single-porosity approach), the fractures are 

discretized explicitly. In fact, very fine grid cells are used for the discretization of matrix media 

around the fractures. On the other hand, concerning the dual-porosity model, the problem was 

illustrated using a grid cell of 200 ft in x and y-direction. Note that, using a dual-porosity model 

the flow exchange between the matrix and fracture media is controlled by a shape factor. 

Additionally, a third model using the MINC method is also tested. This technique, based on the 

subdivisions of the matrix media into nested volume, is performed in order to study the ability of 

MINC method and its impact on the inter-porosity flow. The subdivision of the matrix block is 

controlled in a way so that the grid cell widths are identical to those in the explicit discretized 

model in the perpendicular direction towards the fracture. Only single phase (gas only) flow 

simulation is performed to compare these different simulation models. The fluid invasion due to 

the hydraulic fracturing will not be taking into consideration in this part. The initial reservoir 
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pressure is 3800 psi. A horizontal well is connected to the fracture, and the bottom hole well 

flowing pressure is 1000 psi.  

The cumulative gas production for different simulation models are shown in Figure 3.6 

for 800 days of production. Obviously, the dual-porosity model greatly underestimates the gas 

production, while MINC method is very accurate comparing to the explicit discretized model set 

as the reference solution. Note that, a MINC6 model was applied and seemed sufficient for a 

single-phase simulation. Based on the simulation results, clearly the dual-porosity model is not 

suitable for flow simulations in very low permeability reservoirs, and the MINC method presents 

very satisfactory result comparing to the explicit discretized model. Moreover, the explicit 

discretized model consists in 1369 grid cells while using the MINC6 approach decreases the 

number of grid cells to 7 (continuum #1 refers to the fracture and continuums #2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 

7 refer to the matrix media on Figure 3.5). The MINC technique decreases greatly the CPU time 

to 3 seconds comparing to the explicit model which took 25 seconds to be performed. Hence, 

the MINC method provides a numerical solution and an efficient improvement concerning the 

matrix-fracture flow exchange. Based on the above results, the applicability of MINC method for 

shale-gas reservoirs modelling was approved for a single-phase flow simulation.  

 

Figure 3.6: Cumulative gas production comparing different simulation models. 

  The following example will discuss the applicability of the hybrid method on a larger case 

considering two regions; a stimulated region (SRV zone) and a non-stimulated one, for two-phase 

flow simulations by considering fracturing fluid induced formation damage. 
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In order to study the efficiency and the applicability of our approach for reservoir 

simulation in low permeability reservoirs, simulations are performed in a SRV around a single 

hydraulic fracture for a regular fracture distribution. 

3.3 Flow Modelling beyond the SRV Region 

In order to study the impact of fracturing fluid induced formation damage in shale-gas 

reservoirs, a two-phase flow (gas and water) model is simulated. In order to validate the hybrid 

approach on this synthetic large SRV case, simulations are first performed for a single-phase 

(reservoir water is not mobile) to compare different simulation methods. Once the hybrid 

approach is validated for single-phase flow, fracturing fluid induced formation damage and its 

impact on gas recovery from shale-gas reservoirs will be investigated. Table 3.1 summarizes the 

reservoir properties.  

Table 3.1: Reservoir properties. 

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Matrix Permeability 0.0001  mD 

Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (during hydraulic fracturing) 200 D 

Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (during production) 2 D 

Induced-fracture Permeability (during hydraulic fracturing) 40 D 

Induced-fracture Permeability (during production) 0.5 D 

Fracture Thickness 0.01 ft 

Induced-fracture Thickness 0.001 ft 

Reservoir Net Thickness 300 ft 

Top of the Reservoir 5800 ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 3800 psi 

Bottom Hole Well Pressure 1000 psi 

 

A horizontal well (red line in Figure 3.7) in the x-direction is placed in the middle of the 

reservoir, where 7 multi-stages hydraulic fractures perpendicular to the well along the y-direction 

are created. With hydraulic fracturing, high pressure injection and pumping fluid can also 

stimulate natural fractures and induced secondary fractures. After a hydraulic operation, two areas 

will exist in the reservoir, the SRV and the non-SRV region. The SRV has a volume of 

1400×1000×300 cft and centered in the model. Apart from the high conductive hydraulic 
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fractures, all other fractures, including stimulated and un-stimulated natural fractures, are 

homogenized in the SRV. 

The natural fracture densities are generally uncertain and they are reservoir-dependent. 

So, we will study three cases with different fracture spacing: 100 ft (Case1), 50 ft (Case2) and 25 

ft (Case3). Note that, in all cases, 7 hydraulic fractures (solid blue line in Figure 3.7) perpendicular 

to the well direction are created. Inside the SRV zone, for Case1, the induced/stimulated and un-

stimulated natural fractures can be approximated by a fracture network with a spacing of 100 ft in 

x and y-directions. This network is schematically represented in Figure 3.7(a) by 15 fractures (7 

hydraulic and 8 induced fractures) in y-direction and 11 induced fractures in x-direction. For 

Case2 (see, Figure 3.7(b)), 7 hydraulic fractures in addition to 22 induced fractures in y-direction 

with a spacing of 50 ft together with 21 reactivated fractures in x-direction are created. Finally, 

for Case3, 57 fractures (7 hydraulic and 50 induced fractures) in y-direction and 41 induced-

fractures in x-direction with a spacing of 25 ft are incorporated.  

 

 

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the explicit discretized model for (a) Case1 and (b) Case2. 

 

Outside the stimulated reservoir volume, a single-porosity medium is considered. For all 

the performed cases, the hydraulic fracture half-length is 500 ft (total length of 1000 ft in y-

direction), and the total length of a secondary fractures is 1400 ft in x-direction.  

A base model named “Explicit discretized model” (using single porosity approach) 

explicitly discretized hydraulic and natural fractures, using a local grid refinement logarithmically 

spaced around each fracture, is considered as a reference solution.  
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Our reservoir model presents different scale of fractures in x and y-directions dedicated 

to hydraulic and induced fractures, where grids which are donated to the hydraulic fractures 

presented in y-direction have a width of 0.01 ft and a permeability of 2000 mD, while the 

stimulated natural fractures are presented in x and y-directions with a thickness of 0.001 ft and a 

permeability of 500 mD. The top of the reservoir is at a depth of 5800 ft.  

The dual-porosity model is also considered with a grid block size of 200 ft in x and y 

directions. This study will compare the dual-porosity model and the hybrid approach to the 

reference solution. Concerning the DP model, the SRV region will consist in discretizing 

explicitly the hydraulic fractures and the stimulated natural fractures will be homogenized using a 

dual-porosity approach. Care was taken to be consistent in the calculation of the effective 

fracture permeability and porosity for the DP model, and the shape factor σ for calculating 

matrix-fracture exchange in the DP model is given by: 

 
 

(3.8) 

where,  and  are the matrix block dimensions (in x and y directions). 

Concerning the hybrid approach, through the SRV region in order to improve the flow 

exchange between stimulated fractures and the matrix media, the MINC 2D approach (see, 

Figure 3.3) will be applied. However, as said before through the transition zone between SRV 

and non-SRV medias (see, Figure 3.4) a MINC 1D approach (see, Figure 3.2) is taken into 

account. In fact, as we have fractures surrounding our SRV region, a grid refinement must be 

done into the transition zone in order to capture the flow behavior through this region.  

Firstly, single-phase flow simulation is treated. Later in this work a two-phase (gas and 

water) flow model will be considered to simulate fracturing fluid induced formation damage. We 

assume that the hydraulic fractures are already created, and also we do not consider the 

geomechanics effects for the fracture generations in our simulations.  

Table 3.2 summarizes the three different cases of fracture spacing. Figure 3.8 presents the 

pressure distribution (grid system used) at the end of production (5000 days) for the standard 

dual-porosity model and the hybrid approach based on the MINC method for Case1 (fracture 

spacing of 100 ft).  
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The formation damage related to the fracturing fluid invasion is not considered by 

performing a single-phase flow simulation. So, we assume that gas is the only mobile phase in the 

reservoir and will be directly produced from the complex fracture network.  

 

 

Table 3.2: Representation of HF (Hydraulic Fractures), NFx and NFy (stimulated Fractures in x 
and y directions) for each case of the explicit discretized model. 

Case 
Fracture 

Spacing 

Number of HF 

(perpendicular to 

the well 

direction) 

Number of NFx 

(stimulated fractures 

parallel to the well 

direction) 

Number of NFy 

(stimulated fractures 

perpendicular to the well 

direction) 

Case1 100 ft 7 11 8 

Case2 50 ft 7 21 22 

Case3 25 ft 7 41 50 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of (a) the dual-porosity model and (b) the hybrid approach model based 
on the classic MINC method for Case1. 

 

3.3.1 Single Phase Flow Simulation 

The three simulation models (explicit discretized model, dual-porosity and hybrid 

approach) are compared for Case1 and Case2. It must be mentioned that, the hybrid approach is 

based on a MINC6 model (1 continuum for the fracture and 6 continuums for the matrix media) 
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in the SRV zone. In fact, subdividing the matrix into 6 continuums (number of refinement is set 

at 6) for a single-phase flow simulation seems sufficient. Moreover, to improve the connection 

between the SRV region and the non-SRV one, a grid refinement through the matrix on the 

border of the SRV zone is added.  

First, this study concerns only Case1 in order to show the efficiency of the hybrid method 

by testing different number of matrix refinement such as; 1 (DP Model), 2 (MINC2 Model), 4 

(MINC4 Model), 6 (MINC6 Model) and 14 (MINC14 Model). Note that, the DP model is a 

particular case of the MINC method where the matrix refinement is 1. Hereafter, Figure 3.9 

shows the convergence of the cumulative gas production of the hybrid approach model for 

different matrix refinement. A comparison to the explicit discretized model which is considered 

as a reference solution is done. Figure 3.9(a) describes the cumulative gas production for 5000 

days, where Figure 3.9(a) presents the cumulative curves for 1000 days of production. On one 

hand, increasing the order of refinement for the hybrid approach improves the gas production 

and makes the result more accurate. However, using a MINC6 or MINC14 model gave us nearly 

the same results which are very accurate compared to the reference solution. On the other hand, 

it is clear that beyond a MINC6 there is no more need to refine and a MINC6 model is sufficient 

for a single phase flow case.  

 

Figure 3.9: Comparison of different order of refinement for the MINC method to the reference 
solution and the dual-porosity model for (a) 5000 days and (b) 1000 days for Case1. 
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Figure 3.10: The L2 norm error of the cumulative gas production for a single phase flow 
concerning Case1 function of number of matrix refinement. 

 

Also, Figure 3.10 presents the L2 norm error function of number of refinement using a 

semi-log concerning the norm error Y-axis for a single-phase flow simulation. The L2 norm error 

is defined as: 

 

 

(3.9) 

where,  refers to the number of points taking into the calculation,  represents the difference 

between the hybrid approach and the reference solution and i corresponds to the time index. In 

our case,  = 100. 

In the following, three simulation models (the explicit discretized model, the dual-

porosity model and the hybrid approach using a MINC6 model) are performed. Figure 3.11(a) 

and (b) presents the cumulative gas production for Case1 and Case2 for 5000 days respectively. 

Clearly, the dual-porosity model underestimates the gas production. On the other hand, the 

hybrid approach based on the concept of MINC method provides a much better result than the 

dual-porosity model and can match accurately the explicit discretized model (reference solution). 

Furthermore, the hybrid approach works very well independently from fracture spacing (100 ft 
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and 50 ft). These simulations show the ability of the hybrid approach to predict gas production 

from unconventional fractured shale-gas reservoirs, while a dual-porosity model is inaccurate for 

such problems. As the hybrid approach is quite accurate, in order to investigate the impact of 

fracture spacing on gas production from shale-gas reservoirs, Case3 (fracture spacing of 25 ft, 

presenting a higher fracture density than Case2 and Case1) was only simulated using the hybrid 

model.  

Figure 3.12 compared the cumulative gas production from these three cases using a 

hybrid approach for a single-phase flow simulation. In fact, a higher fractures density decreases 

the fracture spacing and clearly enhances gas production. As we expected, higher gas production 

is observed (Figure 3.12) for Case3 than Case2 and Case1. Using the hybrid approach with a 

MINC6 model for the whole SRV region seems to be sufficient and efficient for a single-phase 

flow simulation. Based on these simulation results, we conclude that a standard dual-porosity 

model is not suitable for shale-gas simulations.  

The hybrid approach using the hybrid techniques proves its accuracy for the application 

on shale-gas reservoirs, at least for single-phase flow problems. The hybrid method improves 

significantly the capability to predict inter-porosity flow exchange. In fact, discretizing the matrix 

blocks into a sequence of volume elements can handle much better the transient flow from the 

matrix into the fractures during the whole production period. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Comparison of different simulation models for (a) Case1 and (b) Case2. 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of gas production for different fracture spacing’s. 

3.3.2 Two-Phase Flow Simulation 

In order to improve gas production from shale-gas reservoirs by enhancing matrix 

permeability, hydraulically fracturing operation is widely required in shale-gas formations. A huge 

amount of water (thousands of barrels) is injected to create multi-stage hydraulic fractures in a 

purpose to have an economic production from unconventional gas reservoirs. We should 

mention that only a part of the injected water is reproduced during a long period, while a 

significant percentage of water remain in the reservoir and get trapped near the fracture face due 

to capillary effects. In this part, simulation of a two-phase (gas and water) flow problem is 

performed to investigate the impact of fracturing fluid invasion induced formation damage after a 

hydraulic stimulation.  

Water is injected to simulate the creation of the hydraulic fractures. A water volume of 

25000 bbl is pumped into the horizontal fractured well (7 fracture stages) during 5 hours. Due to 

the high pressure water injection during hydraulic fracturing, we assume that the fracture 

conductivity is very high. So, the permeability is assumed to be 200 D in the hydraulic fractures 

and 40 D in the stimulated natural fractures using hydraulic operation. Later on, during 

production, the permeability is set to 2 D in the hydraulic fractures and 500 mD in the stimulated 

natural fractures. As the reservoir model contains both matrix and fracture media, gas/water 

relative permeabilities in both medium in addition to the capillary pressures between gas and 

water in the matrix medium are needed to be incorporated in the reservoir model. Figure 3.13 
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and Figure 3.14 show respectively, fracture/matrix relative permeabilities and the capillary 

pressures between gas and water versus water saturation. No capillary pressure presents in the 

fracture. Furthermore, we consider the initial water saturation in this shale-gas reservoir equals to 

the irreducible water saturation set at 0.35 (Swini = Swir = 0.35).  

 

Figure 3.13: Relative permeability curves for (a) the fracture media and (b) for the matrix media 
vs. water saturation. 

 

Figure 3.14: Gas-Water capillary pressures vs. water saturation. 

 

Dealing with two-phase flow simulation, MINC6 model was not sufficient to handle fluid 

invasion and its backflow, as the depth of water invasion is in order of 1 or 2 inches. To compare 

the hybrid method with the explicit discretized single-porosity model, the cell sizes near the 

fracture in the hybrid approach are controlled in a way so that their block sizes in the direction 

perpendicular to the fracture are identical to those in the single-porosity model. Table 3.3 
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describes the mesh discretization with block size from the fracture to the matrix block center for 

different simulation models (explicit or hybrid approach). The first value (0.01 ft) refers to the 

fracture aperture. 

Table 3.3: Meshes description for an explicit discretized model compared to a hybrid approach 
using MINC6 and MIN13 model. 

Simulation Models Mesh Discretization (ft) 

Explicit Discretized 

Model (in x and y 

directions) 

0.01 (fracture)                  0.02      0.03      0.04       0.06        0.08       0.12       

0.16        0.2        0.4         0.7         1 2 3 

5 8 14        15.1 50   

Hybrid Approach 

MINC6 Model 
0.01 (fracture)    0.02      0.03      0.04       5       20       74.9 

Hybrid Approach using 

MINC13 Model 

0.01 (fracture)                   0.02      0.03      0.04       0.06        0.08       0.12       

0.16        0.2        0.4         0.7         2 20 76.2 

 

To simulate correctly water invasion into the matrix formation, smaller grid cells are 

needed around the fractures. In order to improve the accuracy for a two-phase flow simulation, 

we decided to increase the number of nested volumes related to the matrix media, by using a 

MINC13 model (1 continuum for the fracture and 13 continuums for the matrix media), instead 

of a MINC6 model (single-phase case). In fact, in order to select a reasonable MINC for two 

phase flow simulations, we performed several MINC tests for Case 1, where a 100 ft of fracture 

spacing is considered. The convergence of the two-phase flow simulation with different MINC 

refinement (MINC 4, 8, 10, 13 and 14) is presented in Figure 3.15. It is obvious that, by adding 

supplement continuum from 4 to 8 to 10 to 13 the results of cumulative gas production are more 

accurate. It should be mentioned that beyond MINC13 there is no need to refine more. Clearly, 

MINC14 provides nearly the same result as MINC13. This claim could be explained also based 

on the results of the L2 norm from Figure 3.16. In fact, Figures 3.16(a) and (b) present the L2 

norm error function of different number of refinement for the cumulative gas production and for 

the cumulative water production, respectively, concerning a two-phase flow for Case1. Based on 

the results from Figure 3.16, the L2 norm error is decreasing by increasing the number of matrix 

subdivision for both the cumulative gas production (Figure 3.16(a)) and the cumulative water 

production (Figure 3.16(a)). It must be mentioned that, a MINC13 model is sufficiently accurate 

for this simulation case and it is selected for our hybrid approach model for the two-phase flow 

simulations in the following. 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of different order of refinement for the MINC method to the reference 
solution and the dual-porosity model for (a) 5000 days and (b) from 400 to 1000 days for Case1. 

 

Figure 3.16: The L2 norm error function of number of refinement concerning a two-phase flow (a) 
for the cumulative gas production and (b) the cumulative water production for Case1. 

 

3.3.2.1 Fracture Spacing of 100 ft – Case1 

Simulation results from fracture spacing of 100 ft (Case 1) are presented in Figure 3.17. 

Different simulation models: dual-porosity and the hybrid approach (MINC13 model) are 

compared to the explicit discretized model (reference solution). Figures 3.17(a), (b), (c) and (d) 
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represent respectively the results of the water cut, the daily gas rate, the cumulative water 

production and the cumulative gas production for a two-phase flow simulation taking into 

account the same reservoir model as defined previously (see, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8).  

 

Figure 3.17: Simulation results of Case1 for different simulation models for a two-phase flow 
problem (a) water rate, (b) gas rate, the cumulative (c) water and (d) gas production. 

 

Figure 3.17(a) presents the daily water rate production during the first 10 days. Also, 

Figure 3.17(b) shows the daily gas rate during the first 1000 days. The gas rate is impacted by the 

presence of fracturing fluid during the cleanup period. The hybrid method is very close to the 

reference solution and it is much better than the dual-porosity model. Figure 3.17(c) presents the 

cumulative water production curves during the first 100 days. The explicit discretized model and 

the hybrid (dotted green curve) produce around 8000 bbl of water on 100 days, while the dual-
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porosity model produces a volume close to 9000 bbl Only around 30% of injected water is 

produced, and the rest of water remains in the tight formation and needs a very long time to be 

cleaned. The hybrid approach gives approximately a similar water production as the explicit 

discretized model, and the dual-porosity model is not accurate. If we are interested in long-term 

production, based on Figure 3.17(d) which presents the cumulative gas production for 5000 days, 

the hybrid method is always very accurate and the dual-porosity model still not suitable. 

3.3.2.2 Fracture Spacing of 50 ft – Case2 

The following simulations are carried out for Case2 with fracture spacing of 50 ft. Results 

are presented in Figure 3.18. Figure 3.18(a) presents the daily water rate at early time for 10 days 

of production, and Figure 3.18(b) presents the daily gas rate for 1000 days. Also, the cumulative 

water production during the first 100 days is shown in Figure 3.18(c). In this case, water 

production is reduced to 6500 bbl by the explicit discretized model and hybrid approach. Clearly, 

facing a higher natural fracture density in Case2 (comparing to Case1 with a fracture spacing of 

100 ft), the contact area between the fractures and the matrix formation is much greater. Note 

that the total injected water volume is fixed at 25000 bbl for fracturing the whole SRV in both 

cases. Little water invades into the matrix formation per unit of fracture surface in Case2 than 

Case1. So only a small quantity of water can be removed, due to the water blocking effect and the 

presence of a high capillary pressure (2000 psi). In other words, working with a smaller fracture 

spacing (higher fracture density) the exchange surface with the matrix media will be more 

important and therefore the water invasion is extended to a very larger area and the water 

backflow is reduced. Furthermore, the simulation using the hybrid approach in Case2 is very 

accurate. Moreover, the shorter transient period due to small block sizes also helps to improve 

the hybrid simulation accuracy. On the contrary, the dual-porosity model highly overestimates 

the water production and is not accurate. Figure 3.18(d) shows the cumulated gas production for 

5000 days. The hybrid method is very accurate in both early time and long term periods. The 

dual-porosity model is not suitable for the two-phase flow simulation.  

The simulations of these two cases (fracture spacing of 100 ft and 50 ft) allow us to 

confirm that our hybrid approach is accurate and can be used as a reference solution for further 

simulations. In the following, we will use the hybrid approach to simulate the Case3 with a 

fracture spacing of 25 ft to study the effect of fracturing fluid induced formation damage. 
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Based on our simulation results, the hybrid technique can match the explicitly discretized 

fracture model simulation which is considered as a reference solution. Furthermore, results also 

show that this kind of problem cannot be handled by a dual-porosity model. Our hybrid 

approach proved the possibility to accurately modelling the matrix-fracture exchange even for a 

multiphase flow model independently from fracture spacing. 

 

Figure 3.18: Simulation results of Case2 for different simulation models for a two-phase flow 
problem (a) water rate, (b) gas rate, the cumulative (c) water and (d) gas production. 

 

3.3.2.3 Impact of Fracturing Fluid Invasion on Gas Production 

Under the high pressure fluid injection, water will invade through matrix media. 

Unproduced fracturing water leading to a blocking effect in tight formation due to high capillary 

pressures impedes gas production. The presence of water sensitive clays could damage the 
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formation and unfortunately will reduce gas relative permeability and may also impact gas 

production from shale-gas reservoirs.  

In order to illustrate the impact of the fracturing fluid invasion, Figure 3.19 shows the 

water saturation remaining in the reservoir for Case2 (a zoom was made near fractures cells). 

These snapshots illustrate the water saturation (fracturing fluid) at the end of injection after 5 

hours (see, Figure 3.19(a)) and after 50th days (see, Figure 3.19(b)) of production. After 5 hours of 

water injection, fracturing fluid invades around 0.15 ft into the matrix formation due to very low 

matrix permeability. However, after 50 days of gas production, water still remains in the reservoir 

with an average saturation around 0.65 in the tight formation near the fracture faces. The 

remaining water is difficult to be removed and may rest during the whole production time. 

 

Figure 3.19: Water saturation distribution (Fracture Spacing of 50 ft). 

 

Figure 3.20 shows the impact of fracturing fluid induced formation damage by comparing 

the single-phase flow simulation, where no formation damage is considered, and the two-phase 

flow simulation, where the formation damage due to fracturing fluid invasion is taken into 

account. The formation damage effects are also compared for different fracture spacing of 100 ft 

(Case 1), 50 ft (Case 2) and 25 ft (Case 3). We notice that gas production from single-phase flow 

simulations (no formation damage) are higher than those from two-phase flow simulations 

(fracturing fluid induced formation damage), because of the water blocking effect and capillary 

trapping in the two-phase flow. Therefore, the hybrid approach can be used to evaluate 

quantitatively the effect of fracturing fluid induced formation damage. 
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Figure 3.20: Impact of water invasion on gas production for Case1, Case2 and Case3. 

 

 

Figure 3.21: Water saturation around the fractures for Case1, Case2 and Case3. 

 

The formation damage in Case1 is more important than Case2 at the earlier time (several 

years) of production, while it can almost be neglected in Case3. Treating a higher natural fracture 

density (decreasing the fracture spacing) case, the impact of the fracturing fluid invasion on gas 

production from unconventional shale-gas reservoirs becomes less important. This result can be 

explained by the formation damage through water invasion depth. When fracture spacing 

decreases, the number of fractures increases. So, when fractures are dense the volume of water 

invasion into the matrix formation by unit fracture surface becomes small. Once the fluid 
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invasion is shallow, the impact of water invaded through the formation on gas production will be 

insignificant. This claim can be explained by Figure 3.21 where the water saturation near the 

fracture as a function of the distance from the fractures is plotted for Case1, 2 and 3. Clearly, the 

formation for Case1 is more damaged than Case2 and Case3 and it explains the impact on the 

cumulative gas production in Figure 3.20.  

A summary of the numerical simulation results is presented in Table 3.4, including, the 

number of grid cells used in the simulation, CPU time, average water invasion depth, and the 

smallest grid cells volume concerning single and two-phase flow simulations. Table 3.4 compares 

the CPU time between the explicit discretized model and the hybrid approach for single and two-

phase flow simulations for each case. For single phase flow simulations, the explicit discretized 

model takes 7841 and 28702 seconds respectively for Case1 and Case2, while the hybrid 

approach with MINC6 takes only 8 seconds and uses 1039 grid cells for the same cases 

independently from the fracture spacing. It has to be mentioned that we tried to simulate Case3 

with an explicit dicretized model, but the simulation was not achieved due to the high number of 

grids cells (1.5 millions grids approximately) and small block sizes leading to an istability issue. So, 

the hydbrid apppraoch based on a MINC6/MINC13 model were taken as the refernece solution 

concerning Case3 for single/two-phase flow model. Furthermore, concerning the two-phase flow 

simulation, much higher CPU time is required to achieve such simulations using an explicit 

discretized fracture model, for example, 20262 and 84211 seconds respectively for Case1 and 

Case2. The hybrid approach is much more efficient and faster than the explicit model one. The 

CPU time is reduced to 12 seconds for all the three cases with a MINC13 for the hybrid model 

(1529 meshes for a two-phase flow simulation independently from fracture spacing). This 

approach decreases significantly the number of grid cells and the CPU time compared to an 

explicit discretized model. Also, the accuracy of the hybrid method does not depend on the 

fracture spacing. It is clear that an explicit discretized model takes a lot of CPU time. The large 

number of grid cells required to an explicit model increase the CPU time in solving the system at 

one-time step, and the smallest grid cells volume used in the simulation constrains the time steps 

(need to use very small time steps). Table 3.4 shows the smallest grid volume for each case for 

different simulations. The smallest cell volume for the hybrid approach is 6 orders of magnitude 

greater than that of the explicit model (0.0003 cft for the explicit discretized model and 120 cft, 

240 cft and 480 cft, respectively for Cases 1, 2 and 3 with the hybrid approach). As expected, 
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small grid volumes impact greatly numerical stabilities in flow simulations, especially for two-

phase flow problems. 

Concerning the average depth of fracturing fluid invasion, it is 0.27 ft for the large 

fracture spacing of 100 ft. This depth is reduced to 0.15 ft for the fracture spacing of 50 ft and 

reduced to only 0.07 ft for the small fracture spacing of 25 ft. This observation confirms the 

simulation results in Figure 3.20. For Case1, water invasion is deeper, and the impact of 

fracturing fluid induced formation damage lasts several years. 

 

Table 3.4: Comparison of the numerical results between the explicit discretized model and the 
hybrid approach for each case. 

 

The accuracy of the hybrid method for large reservoir simulations was demonstrated. 

Also, the hybrid method can be used for both single-phase and two-phase flow simulations, 

where it takes much less CPU time comparing to an explicit discretized model. Moreover, the 

hybrid method can be used to study the effect of fracturing fluid induced formation damage. We 

believe that it can also be used to simulate other physics such as three phase flow (gas/oil/water) 

with phase changes due to pressure drop.  

As field cases are almost impossible to be simulated using an explicit discretized model 

with a single-porosity approach, we believe that our hybrid approach can be applied to field 

applications with the presence of a large SRV. On hand our hybrid approach is able to accurately 

model propery flow from unconventional shale-gas resrvoirs for bothe single and two-phase 

 

 

Single Phase Flow 

Simulations 
Two-Phase Flow Simulations  

Simulation 

Model 
Case 

N° of Grid 

Cells 

CPU 

Time 

(secs.) 

N° of 

Grid Cells 

CPU 

Time 

(secs.) 

Invasion 

Depth 

(ft) 

Smaller 

Grid 

Volume 

(cft) 

Explicit 

Discretized 

Model 

Case1 147063 7841 147063 20262 0.27 

0.0003 Case2 396579 28702 396579 84211 0.15 

Case3 Not Simulated Not Simulated 

Hybrid 

Approach 

Case1 
1039 

MINC6 
8.0 

1529 

MINC13 
12.0 

0.27 120 

Case2 0.15 240 

Case3 0.07 480 
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flow. On the other hand, this model is very efficient in term of CPU time consuming. So, in the 

following a generalization of our hybrid approach to take into account the general discrete 

fracture network is presented. 
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Chapter 4 -  EXTENSION OF THE HYBRID APPROACH TO 

THE DISCRETE FRACTURE MODEL 

To model a realistic reservoir fracture network, a new type of model called discrete 

fracture models (DFMs) has received a great attention. In fact, these kinds of models consist in 

discretizing complex fracture networks (hydraulic, reactivated, induced, micro-fractures, etc...). 

However, this method is usually too CPU time consuming. Besides, some DFMs rely on 

unstructured grids to conform the fracture geometry and location, where all types of fractures are 

explicitly discretized, leading to a complicated and often non tractable numerical system to solve. 

To overcome these limitations, Embedded Discrete Fracture Models (EDFM) propose a 

hierarchical method to easily deal with these problems (see, Karimi-Fard et al. (2004, 2006), 

Moinfar et al. (2011 and 2013b), Norbeck et al. (2014) and Delorme et al. (2013).). However, the 

matrix-fracture interaction is not properly handled within the EDFM due to the very low matrix 

permeability and the large matrix grid cells. 

In this chapter, to improve DFMs, an extension of our hybrid approach to a DFM based 

on a MINC proximity function is proposed. The fractures are considered within a triple-

continuum model, where the propped fractures (high conductivity fractures) are explicitly 

discretized and other sorts of fractures (low conductivity) are homogenized. Also, note that the 

MINC proximity function is computed by taking into account all discrete fracture network. In 

other words, in order to improve the flow exchange between the matrix and fractures, the matrix 

media is subdivided according to the fractures distribution in each grid cell based on the MINC 

proximity function. 
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Our DFM is first validated on some simple cases. Then, a validation is performed on a 

large regular fracture network with Warren and Root’s type on a uniform and a non-uniform 

SRV zone.DFM Based on MINC Proximity Function  

One of the critical issues in numerical modelling for low permeability reservoir is how to 

handle fluid flows in the presence of a complex fracture network and the interaction between 

tight matrix formation and fractures (see, Figure 4.1). Therefore, proposing an approach to 

model fluid flow from a Discrete Fracture Network (DFN), taking into account a complex 

fracture network with existing multi-scale fractures, is needed. We will particularly present 

the MINC proximity function to handle the inter-porosity flow, where the matrix and fracture 

interaction can be treated entirely by a fully transient representation. 

 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the hierarchical fractures model with multi-scales fractures: (a) 
hydraulic fractures (black solid lines), (b) stimulated natural fractures connected creating a DFN 

(blue dashed lines) and (c) non stimulated natural fractures (blue solid lines). 

 

In shale formations, a hydraulic stimulation using a horizontal well (dashed red line in 

Figure 4.1) is generally needed. After hydraulic fracking operations, multi-scale fractures are 

present such as: hydraulic fractures, stimulated natural fractures/non-stimulated and micro-

fractures. All these types of fractures are connected to each other leading to a very complex 

DFN. This proposed approach takes into consideration a triple continuum media: (a) matrix 

media, (b) homogenized fracture media and (c) highly conductive fractures which are explicitly 
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discretized. The MINC method is used to model flow exchange between the matrix media and 

the fractures (all sort of fractures).  

In fact, two types of fractures should be considered: (a) hydraulic fractures and fractures 

with presence of proppant with high conductivity (black solid lines in Figure 4.1) and (b) natural 

fractures stimulated with very low conductivity compared to hydraulic fractures as shown in 

Figure 4.1 (dashed and solid blue small lines). In order to treat the heterogeneity, a hierarchical 

method to model fluid flow in a reservoir with multiple-length scaled fractures is proposed. Here, 

we suggest to classify fractures using a hierarchical method based on a conductivity criterion.  

 

Figure 4.2: Discretization of the fracture intersections; after Delorme et al. (2013). 

 

So, hydraulic and highly conductive fractures are explicitly discretized, and 

stimulated/non-stimulated natural fractures are homogenized, where the equivalent porosity ϕ* 

and permeability k* (k’) are required. 

This approach is appropriate for describing a large reservoir for the reason that it treats 

multi-scale fractures and takes into consideration flow modelling between all existing media. The 

purpose of this work is to explicitly discretized hydraulic and highly conductive fractures, 

due to their very important role in the production of natural gas. All sorts of other 

fractures are homogenized. The conductive fractures are discretized using the nodes of the 

fracture intersection (see, Figure 4.2, after Delorme et al., (2013)). The fractures porosity and 

surface exchange are assigned to each fracture node. Furthermore, homogenized fractures will be 

assigned with another representative node presented with a blue node on Figure 4.3. Finally, the 

matrix media will be represented with a third node connecting with the homogenized fractures 

through the blue node. In the matrix media the MINC proximity function will be applied taking 

into account all sort of fractures existing in the grid cell. It must be mentioned that, among all the 

interactions the modelling of flow exchange between matrix and fracture is extremely important, 
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because of low matrix permeability induced long transient period. Hereafter, the connections 

between different media and transmissibility calculations will be described and detailed. 

4.1 Interaction Between Different Medias 

4.1.1 Flow Between High Conductive Hydraulic Fractures 

Modelling the flow in high conductive path way is important in reservoir simulations. As 

known, highly conductive fractures have more dominating influence on fluid flow than short and 

medium fractures. Thus, the flow between highly conductive fractures should be taken into 

consideration and is explicitly discretized. So, in our model we intend to model explicitly every 

hydraulic fracture using the fractures nodes only. In fact, each intersection of two (or more) high 

conductive or hydraulic fractures (black lines in Figure 4.3) will be assigned with a fracture node 

(red node in Figure 4.3).  

The fracture volumes and the exchange surfaces are assigned to the fracture nodes and 

are estimated using Voronoï mesh in each fracture plane (see, Delorme et al. (2013)). Here, for 

the simplification of the problem, a 2D formulation is presented. 

 

Figure 4.3: Illustration of intersections between hydraulic fractures, where each intersection is 
assigned by a red fracture node. 
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The connection between the fracture nodes for 2D problem in XY plane is done by: 

 

 

 

 

 (4.1) 

and  

where  corresponds to the fracture conductivity,  to the fracture exchange area and  

represents the distance between the two fracture nodes, respectively node  and . Also,  

corresponds to the hydraulic fracture aperture and  to the fracture depth in z direction. 

4.1.2 Exchange Between High Conductive and Homogenized Fractures 

To connect the hydraulic fractures to the homogenized media, the transmissibility can be 

calculated in different ways. In this section, we present two formulas, one based on the linear 

pressure distribution around the fractures and the other based on the a more realistic pressure 

distribution given by an integral representation. For the linear approach, the transmissibility is 

computed using the following equation: 

 

 

(4.2) 

where,  corresponds to a homogenized fracture grid cell,  corresponds to a hydraulic fracture 

node,  corresponds to the hydraulic fracture exchange surface of the  within the 

homogenized grid cell ,  corresponds to the homogenized fractures permeability. The 

distance  corresponds to the average distance from the grid cell to the hydraulic fractures.  

The distance is calculated using a stochastic approach based on a randomly method 

(randomly points inside the grid cell). Firstly, the cell grid is discretized into n sub-domains and a 
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point is randomly selected in each sub-domain (see, Figure 4.4). Using random point may avoid 

biased distance distribution computation for fractures of type Warren and Root, where the 

fractures are parallel to the grid axes. Once the distance to the fractures is calculated, the average 

distance from the homogenized grid cell to the hydraulic fractures is obtained:  

 

 

(4.3) 

where,  is the number of sample points launched into the studied grid cell and  

corresponds to the distance from each sample point to the nearest fracture inside the grid cell. 

 

Figure 4.4: Illustration of (a) a connection between hydraulic fractures (red node j) and 
homogenized fractures (blue node i) (b) the homogenized grid cell is discretized into p sub-

domains and p points were launched randomly. 

 

On the other hand, an homogenized grid cell could connect to more than one fracture 

node (see, Figure 4.5). In fact, once a hydraulic fracture intersects with an homogenized grid cell, 

a transmissibility must be calculated between the fracture node and the homogenized grid cell 

node depending on the hydraulic fracture surface intersecting with the homogenized cell 

associated to the considered fracture node. 

Taking this example below, homogenized fracture node m (blue node) will connect with 

both hydraulic fractures node  and  respectively. For example, the transmissibility calculation 

, between fracture node  and homogenized fracture node , will take into consideration 

the exchange surface of the hydraulic fractures intersecting with the homogenized grid cell (red 
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dashed fracture). On the other side, the connection between fracture node  and matrix node  

take into account the green dashed hydraulic fracture surface (see, Figure 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of (a) the intersection of hydraulic fractures with one or more 
homogenized natural fractures grid cells and (b) the distance distribution computation where p 

points were launched in each homogenized grid cell intersecting with a hydraulic fracture. 

 

Figure 4.6: Illustration of a homogenized grid cell m connecting to two fractures nodes i and i’. 

 

 The transmissibilities can also be determined using a steady-state (or pseudo-steady-state) 

pressure field around the explicitly discretized fractures. The pressure field can be represented 

using the integral approach (see, Ding et al. (2014b)). Once the pressure field around the fracture 

is known, the transmissibility between the homogenized fracture cell and the hydraulic fractures 

is corrected by the following formula: 

 
 

(4.4) 
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where,  is the node  of the discrete fracture,  is the average pressure on the homogenized 

fracture cell ,  is the flow rate from the cell  to the fracture node  through the exchange 

surface . All these variables are computed using the integral method (see, Ding et al. 2014b). 

These two different transmissibility formulas will be compared through some examples hereafter. 

4.1.3 Flow Between Homogenized Low Conductive Fractures 

The low conductive fractures are homogenized. Concerning an isotropic 3D case, a steady state 

flow is described by: 

 
 

(4.5) 

Otherwise, for an anisotropic case, the equation can be given by: 

 
 

(4.6) 

where,  is the pressure, , , and  are the fracture permeability in x, y and z direction 

respectively.  

However, using the following transformation:  

 

 

(4.7) 
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Equation (4.6) becomes an isotropic case:  

where, 
 

(4.8) 

 

The connection between two grid cells of homogenized low conductivity fractures, 

assigned by a blue node in the Figure 4.7, is calculated using Equation (4.9): 

 

 

(4.9) 

where,  correspond to the exchange surface between the two homogenized grid cells in the 

isotropic space,  and  correspond to the homogenized fractures permeabilities, respectively 

to node  and node . The distances  and  correspond to the distance from the center of the 

cell to the exchange surface in the transformed isotropic space.  

 

Figure 4.7: Illustration of two homogenized grid cells node i and j. 

 

For the cells near the discrete fractures, the transmissibility can also be computed using the 

integral approach, because it can give more realistic pressure distribution around the fractures. In 

that case, the transmissibility can be corrected by: 
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(4.10) 

where,  and  are average pressures on the homogenized fracture cells i and j, given with the 

integral representation (see, Ding et al. (2014b)).   is the flow exchange between these two 

gridblocks, also computed with the integral formula, which corresponds to the pressure normal 

directive on the exchange surface.  

In this chapter, examples will be presented to compare the transmissibility calculation from the 

linear approach (Equation (4.9)) to the transmissibility from the integral approach (Equation 

(4.10)). In other words, the integral approach could be explained by Figure 4.8. where a hydraulic 

fractures intersects with a homogenized grid cell (node j).  In order to connect the two 

homogenized grid cells node  and node , the integral approach Equation (4.10) uses  and  

which are considered as the average pressure of cell  and  taking into consideration the 

presence of the hydraulic fracture..  

 

Figure 4.8: Illustration of two homogenized grid cells, with the presence of a hydraulic fracture in 
grid cell j. 

4.1.4 Interaction Between Matrix and All Sort of Fractures  

Hereafter, the description of the connection between homogenized fractures cells and 

matrix will be detailed. The MINC proximity function is applied to compute the matrix and 

fracture exchange, and the connection between the subdivisions of the matrix media using the 

MINC proximity function is discussed. Note that, a detailed description of the MINC proximity 

function is presented in Appendix B - MINC Proximity Function.  
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of (a) an irregular fracture distribution (connected and isolated), (b) 
computing the MINC proximity function only on the connected network and (c) a MINC6 model 

is applied. 

 

Inside the SRV, a connection between the fractures and the matrix media must be 

handled. The calculation of the exchange surface of all sorts of fractures intersecting with a grid 

cell is considered. In other words, hydraulic, stimulated and non-stimulated natural fractures are 

taken into account in order to apply the MINC proximity function for matrix-fracture exchange 

modelling (see, Figure 4.9). To do so, a number of points is randomly launched, as explained 

earlier. Thus, a point distribution versus the distance from the fractures can be plotted for each 

grid cell, corresponding to density function or a cumulative distribution function (see, Figure 

4.10).  

 

Figure 4.10: Illustration of an example representing (a) a distribution function and (b) the 
cumulative matrix volume distribution function. 
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Using the density or the distribution function, the matrix cell is subdivided relatively to 

the distance from the fractures. For example, the volume from the fracture to a given distance d1 

consists in the first continuum (#1) of the MINC method of the matrix media. So, this matrix 

volume is connected to the homogenized fracture cell using Equation (4.9):  

 

 

(4.11) 

where,  corresponds to the surface taking into account all sort of fractures 

within this grid cell,  is the permeability of homogenized fracture cell,  corresponds 

to the half average fracture aperture,  correspond to the matrix permeability and  to the 

average distance from the first continuum (# 1) of the matrix media (see, Figure 4.9).  

The MINC proximity function is computed using a random approach. Usually, the sub-

domains are constrained by a given percentage of the total volume, defined by the user. So, we 

can consider the volumes are known. Instead, we need to determine the distances which separate 

two sub-domains. This is not a difficult task. The biggest challenge in this work is to calculate the 

area of an interface between two sub-domains. One solution is to approximate the exchange 

surface with the derivative of the cumulative function with respect to the distance as follow: 

 
 

(4.12) 
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where, the distance  corresponds to the average distance from volume  to the fratures 

and  is the average distance of . The volumes  and  correspond to the 

cumulative volume of grid cells  and  respectively. 

Once the exchange area is known, the connection transmissibility between the matrix 

subdivisions is calculated by:  

 
 

(4.13) 

where,  corresponds to the average distance between two successive matrix subdivisions.  

4.1.5 Connection Between SRV and Non-SRV Matrix Media 

Concerning the connection between SRV matrix media (MINC subdivision) and the non-

SRV matrix transmissibility must be calculated in order to modelling properly the contribution of 

fluid flow from outside the SRV zone. Let’s take the example of the Figure 4.11. 

In this example, a non-SRV matrix media (node j) should connect with the matrix media 

of the MINC subdivision inside the SRV. So, a transmissibility calculation must be done between 

continuum #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and the non-SRV grid cell. In Chapter 3, we presented a MINC 

approach for the regular Warren and Root’s fracture network modelling. In this part, we will 

present a different strategy to handle general discrete fracture networks. 

To do so, hereafter the calculation of such transmissibility is detailed. First, the exchange 

surface  between the non-SRV grid cell and each SRV matrix subdivision  must be 

calculated. This exchange surface could be computed numerically. The idea consists in launching 

 (here =20, see, Figure 4.11.) points on the exchange surface . For example, the 

surface exchange between the non-SRV grid cell (node j) and the matrix continuum #6 of the 

SRV grid cell (node i)  is calculated by the following equation: 
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(4.14) 

where,  is the number of points near the surface contained in subdivision #6 (here =7).  

The exchange area between a non-SRV grid cell and a subdivision  is written: 

 
 

(4.15) 

 

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the random points launched near to the exchange surface between a 
SRN and a non-SRV grid cells.  

 

Figure 4.12: Illustration of the connection between a SRV (node i) and a non-SRV (node j) grid 
cells. 
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Once the exchange area is determined, the transmissibility is calculated by Equation 

(4.16). For simplicity, here a homogeneous matrix permeability  is taken into account. Thus, 

the transmissibility is written as follow: 

  
 

(4.16) 

where,  represents the distance between these two media, given by: 

and 
 

 

(4.17) 

where,  correspond to the distance from the center of the continuum of the non-SRV cell to 

the surface separating the two grid cells and  corresponds to the difference of the average 

distance from the exchange surface  to the fractures and the average 

distance  of the MINC subdivision  towards the fractures (see, Figure 4.12). Note that 

we use only positive distance, that is, if , then we define , so . 

4.1.6 Intersection Between Hydraulic Fractures and the Well 

Concerning the connection between a horizontal well (red dashed line in Figure 4.13) and 

a hydraulic fracture, note that the intersection between the well and the hydraulic fracture is 

defined by a node (green node on Figure 4.13). Transmissibility must be calculated between red 

and green nodes using Equation (4.16).  
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the intersection between a horizontal well and a hydraulic fracture. 

 

 
 

(4.18) 

where, is the fracture permeability,  corresponds to the exchange surface (( ) 

and  correspond to the average distance between the two nodes (red and green 

nodes). To take into account the radial flow behavior towards the well, a numerical PI is used for 

the flow modelling inside the fracture plane to connect the calculated well node pressure and the 

true wellbore pressure (see, Ding (1996)). 

4.2 Validation Test on Simple Examples 

In this part, several simple cases treating a single phase flow are studied in order to 

validate our DFM based on a MINC proximity function. For each example, three simulation 

models (a reference solution, a dual-porosity model and our DFM) are performed. It must be 

mentioned that, using a DP model the block size cannot be properly determined for some kinds 

of fracture distributions. So, the dual-porosity model presented for examples #2, 3, 4 and 5 

corresponds to our DFM without any matrix refinement. As mentioned before, a DP model is a 

particular case of the MINC method where the matrix subdivision is set at 1.  

4.2.1 Example 1 – Cross Fractures 

The following example consists in a matrix block of 65 ft in x and y directions with the 

presence of two hydraulic fractures with a fracture aperture fixed at 0.04 ft placed in the center of 
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the block as shown in the Figure 4.14(a). The permeabilities are defined as 0.0001 mD and 2000 

mD, in the matrix and fracture media respectively. The porosity of the matrix media is 0.05.The 

depth of the block is 330 ft in z direction. A horizontal well is placed into the formation. The 

intersection of the well with the hydraulic fracture (dashed line) is illustrated by the green dot in 

Figure 4.14(a). 

 

Figure 4.14: Illustration of (a) a cross fracture model, (b) the explicit discretized model and (c) 
the standard dual-porosity model. 

 

Three simulation models are performed. An explicit model which explicitly discretized 

the fractures using a local grid refinement (LGR) around the fractures is applied. This model uses 

very small grid cells and it will be set as a reference solution (Figure 4.14(b)). A standard dual-

porosity (DP) model using a block of 50 ft is performed and illustrated in Figure 4.14(c). Care 

was taken in the calculation of the effective fracture permeability and porosity for the DP model. 

On the other hand, a discrete fracture model based on a MINC proximity function using a 

randomly points distribution is performed (see, Figure 4.15(a)). An illustration of our DFM 

where a red dot is assigned to the intersection between the fractures is presented in Figure 

4.15(b). In fact, the domain Figure 4.15(a) is discretized into p equal volumes and then a 

randomly point is selected in each discretized volume. For example, here our matrix block is 

subdivided into p = 100 sub-domains (10 subdivisions in each direction), where a random point 

which belongs to each subdomain is selected. Moreover, the DFM based on a MINC6 model is 

presented in Figure 4.15(b). 
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Figure 4.15: An illustration of (a) the stochastic approach for a regular distribution of p points, 
where the volume is discretized into p equal volume (cubic or rectangular) sub-domains and then 

a randomly point in each discretized domain is selected and (b) the optimization of the MINC 
proximity function. 

 

Figure 4.16 illustrates the cumulative distribution function using 100 points (Figure 

4.16(a)) and 1000 points (Figure 4.16(b)). In practice, we should limit the number of sampling 

points in the numerical approach due to CPU time constraint. However, working with a high 

number of sample points provides a better distribution function as shown in Figure 4.16(b), and 

it gives us a much accurate result. In fact, as much as the number of randomly points is high, as 

much as the calculation of the transmissibility is precise and our DFM is accurate comparing to 

reference solution. To test the robustness of our approach, here the number of random points is 

limited at 100 points. 

 

Figure 4.16: Illustration of the cumulative distribution function for (a) a sample of 100 points and 
(b) 1000 points using the randomly discretized technique for the block of 50ft. 
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In this part three different simulation models are performed, the explicit discretized 

model, the dual-porosity model and our DFM based on a MINC6 model. Moreover, in order to 

study the ability of our DFM approach, three sets of random points (Random  #1, Random #2 

and Random #3) are generated for the case presented in Figure 4.14 to compute the MINC6 

proximity function. Only a single phase (gas only) flow simulation is performed. A horizontal 

well is connected to the fractures. The initial reservoir pressure is 3800 psi and the bottom hole 

well flowing pressure is 1000 psi.  

The cumulative gas production using different simulation models are presented in Figure 

4.17. Clearly, the DP model is not accurate comparing to the explicit discretized model. On the 

other hand, using our DFM with different random point distributions shows a little impact on 

the simulation results comparing to the explicit model. All these three DFM simulations are very 

close to the reference solution.  

Clearly, the results shown in Figure 4.17 proves the efficiency of our DFM using only 100 

sample points comparing to the DP model which is not accurate. Finally, we can conclude that 

our DFM based on a MINC proximity function could handle the matrix-fracture exchange with a 

very good accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Comparison of the cumulative gas production using different simulation models 
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4.2.2 Example 2 – Isolated Fracture 

In this part, an isolated fracture aligned with the coordinate axes is tested with a single 

phase flow case (only gas) in order to study the ability of our approach. The following example 

consists in a grid block of 50 ft in x and 100 ft in y directions with the presence of a single 

hydraulic fracture, with a fracture aperture fixed at 0.01 ft, as shown in the Figure 4.18. The net 

thickness of the block is 330 ft. The permeabilities are defined as 0.0001 mD and 2 D in the 

matrix and fractures medias, respectively. The porosity of the matrix media is 0.05.  

 

Figure 4.18: Illustration of (a) an isolated fracture, (b) the explicit model and (c) the DFM based 
on the MINC method. 

First, an explicit discretized model is performed. This model requires a lot of fine grids 

cells. For the fine-grid simulation, the grid is 85×20×1 cells in the x, y, and z directions 

respectively. The cell dimensions are uniform in y and z directions, while they are non-uniform in 

x direction to accommodate refinement near fractures. The grid description is presented in Table 

4.1. This model is set as a reference solution. A dual-porosity model (no matrix refinement) is 

also performed.  

Moreover, the improved discrete fracture model with the MINC proximity function using 

a stochastic process is performed for a MINC6 using one grid matrix cell of 50 ft, 100 ft and 20 
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ft for x, y and z respectively (see, Figure 4.18). Initial reservoir pressure is at 3800 psi and the 

BHP is set as 1000 psi. 

Table 4.1: Grid description of the reference for the example presented in Figure 4.18(b). 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Cumulative gas production vs. time for example 2. 

 

The results of the simulations are illustrated in Figure 4.19. The reference solution 

(Explicit Discretized Model) is presented with the blue solid line. A dual-porosity model is not 

accurate because of the transient period which could not be model by a DP model. However, the 

implementation of the MINC method could present a solution to this problem due to the fine 

Case Axis Grid Description 

Isolated 

Fracture 

∆X, ft 

5.505  3  2  1  0.95  0.9  0.85  0.8  0.75  0.7  0.65  0.6  0.55  0.5 

0.48  0.46  0.44  0.42  0.4  0.38  0.36  0.34  0.32  0.3  0.28  

0.26 0.24  0.22 0.2  0.18  0.16  0.14  0.12  0.1  0.09  0.08  0.07  

0.06  0.05  0.04 0.03  0.02  0.01 0.02  0.03  0.04  0.05  0.06  

0.07  0.08  0.09 0.1  0.12  0.14  0.16  0.18  0.2  0.22  0.24  0.26  

0.28  0.3  0.32  0.34 0.36  0.38  0.4  0.42  0.44  0.46  0.48  0.5  

0.55  0.6  0.65  0.7  0.75 0.8  0.85  0.9  0.95  1  2  3  5.050 

∆Y, ft 20 x 5.0 

 ∆Z, ft 20.0 
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sub-grid continuum near the fractures faces which are able to handle much better the transient 

flow from the matrix into the fractures during the whole production period. Furthermore, Figure 

4.19 presents a comparison of the gas production between these three different simulation 

models for 5000 days and confirms the accuracy of our discrete fracture model. The 

computational times for the DFM and the explicit discretized model were 0.7 and 30 seconds, 

respectively. Due to the MINC method, a very good agreement between both models (the DFM 

and the fine-grid explicit-fracture model) is found.  

4.2.3 Example 3 – Orthogonal Fractures 

Figure 4.20 represents a 2D fractured reservoir containing three fractures. The following 

example consists in a grid block of 50 ft in x and 100 ft in y directions. Also, the fracture 

apertures are fixed at 0.01 ft. The net thickness of the block is 20 ft. The permeabilities are 

defined as 0.0001 mD and 2 D, for matrix and fractures medias respectively. The porosity of the 

matrix media is 0.05. Note that, all fractures are vertical and aligned with the coordinate axes in 

order to perform a reference solution using very fine grid, where the fractures are explicitly 

discretized using a LGR technique as shown in Figure 4.20. For the fine-grid simulation, the grid 

is 95×170×1 cells in the x, y, and z directions respectively. The grid description for the reference 

solution is given in Table 4.2. One cell of 20 ft defines the reservoir thickness in z direction. 

However, cell dimensions are non-uniform in x and y to suit refinement near fractures.  

Table 4.2: Grid description of the reference solution performed for the model shown in Figure 
4.20(b). 

Case Axis Grid Description 

Isolated 

Fracture 

∆X, ft 

5  3  2  1.81  0.95  0.9  0.85  0.8  0.75  0.7  0.65  0.6  0.55  0.5  

0.48  0.46 0.42  0.4  0.38  0.36  0.34  0.32  0.3  0.28  0.26  0.24  

0.22  0.2  0.18  0.16 0.14  0.135  0.12  0.1  0.09  0.08  0.07  

0.06  0.05  0.04  0.03  0.02  0.01 0.02  0.03  0.04  0.05  0.06  

0.07  0.08  0.09  0.1  0.12  0.135  0.14  0.16 0.18  0.2  0.22  

0.24  0.26  0.28  0.3  0.32  0.34  0.36  0.38  0.4  0.42  0.46 0.48  

0.5  0.55  0.6  0.65  0.7  0.75  0.8  0.85  0.9  0.95  1.81  2  3  5 

∆Y, ft 

5  5  3  2  1.81  0.95  0.9  0.85  0.8  0.75  0.7  0.65  0.6  0.55  

0.5  0.48  0.46 0.42  0.4  0.38  0.36  0.34  0.32  0.3  0.28  0.26  

0.24  0.22  0.2  0.18  0.16 0.14  0.135  0.12  0.1  0.09  0.08  

0.07  0.06  0.05  0.04  0.03  0.02  0.01 0.02  0.03  0.04  0.05  

0.06  0.07  0.08  0.09  0.1  0.12  0.135  0.14  0.16 0.18  0.2  
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Figure 4.20: Illustration of (a) three orthogonal fractures, (b) the explicit discretized model and 
(c) the DFM based on the MINC method. 

Three simulation models, an explicit discretized model, a dual-porosity model (no matrix 

refinement) and our DFM, were performed for this case. The results of the simulations are 

illustrated in Figure 4.21. The reference solution (explicit discretized model) is presented with the 

blue solid line. A dual-porosity model is not accurate because of the transient period which could 

not be model by a DP model. However, our DFM is able to handle much better the transient 

flow from the matrix into the fractures during the whole production period due to the MINC 

method. Our DFM using MINC6 gives satisfactory results comparing to the reference solution.  

0.22  0.24  0.26  0.28  0.3  0.32  0.34  0.36  0.38  0.4  0.42  

0.46 0.48  0.5  0.55  0.6  0.65  0.7  0.75  0.8  0.85  0.9  0.95  

1.81  2  3  3  2  1.81 0.95  0.9  0.85  0.8  0.75  0.7  0.65  0.6  

0.55  0.5  0.48  0.46  0.42  0.4  0.38 0.36  0.34  0.32  0.3  0.28  

0.26  0.24  0.22   0.2  0.18  0.16  0.14  0.135 0.12  0.1  0.09  

0.08  0.07  0.06  0.05  0.04  0.03  0.02  0.01  0.02  0.03  0.04  

0.05  0.06  0.07  0.08  0.09  0.1  0.12  0.135  0.14  0.16  0.18  

0.2  0.22  0.24  0.26  0.28  0.3  0.32  0.34  0.36  0.38  0.4  0.42  

0.46  0.48  0.5 0.55  0.6  0.65  0.7  0.75  0.8  0.85  0.9  0.95  

1.81  2  3  5  5 

 ∆Z, ft 20.0 
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Figure 4.21: Cumulative gas production vs. time for example 3. 

4.2.4 Example 4 – Diagonal Fracture 

In this part, we test a diagonal fracture case for a single phase flow in order to quantify 

our approach. The following example consists in a grid block of 91.92388 ft (65√2 ft) in x and y 

direction with the presence of two hydraulic diagonal fractures, with a fracture aperture fixed at 

0.004 ft, as shown in the Figure 4.22(a). The net thickness of the block is 330 ft. The permeability 

and porosity are the same as in the previous case.  

First, a reference solution is simulated. To get the reference solution, the domain is 

discretized with very small matrix grid cells, because the fracture are not aligned with the grid 

axes. The reference solution consists in 40000 grid cells (Figure 4.22(b))) after discretizing the 

domain into 200 grid cells in each x and y directions. This model uses a very small grid for the 

exchange between the fractures and the matrix cells, where the transmissibility is calculated using 

the similar technique as explained in part 4.1.1 for the exchange between a discrete hydraulic 

fracture and a homogenized fracture cell (see, also Sarda et al. (2002)). This simulation is 

considered as a reference solution. 
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Figure 4.22: Illustration of (a) two diagonal fractures case and (b) the reference solution 
consisting in a small matrix grid cells. 

 

Figure 4.23: Illustration of (a) the standard dual-porosity model and (b) the application of the 
MINC proximity function. 

 

Moreover, a dual-porosity model (Figure 4.23(a)) and the discrete fracture model based 

on the MINC proximity function using a stochastic process for a MINC6 (Figure 4.23(b)) and 

MINC16 are also performed.  

The results of the different simulations are illustrated in Figure 4.24. The reference 

solution is presented with the blue solid line. The DP model (dashed line) is not accurate 

comparing to the reference solution. Obviously, the transient period could not be handled by DP 

model. Note that, our DFM based on a MINC proximity function is able to handle much better 

the transient flow from the matrix into the fractures during the whole production period. 

Moreover, both DFMs with a MINC6 and MINC16 models present an accurate result, 

comparing to the reference solution.  
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Figure 4.24: The comparison of the cumulative gas production for example 4 for different 
simulation models (the reference solution, the DP model, the DFM MINC6 and a MINC16) for 

1000 days of production. 

 

It has to be mentioned that our reference solution used in this part is reliable even if the 

fractures are not parallel to the grid axes. Let’s consider a large regular fracture network as shown 

in Figure 4.25. Thanks to the symmetrical geometry, the simulation can be limited on a small 

domain described by Example 1 or Example 4 (Figure 4.25). The volume of the domain in 

Example 4 is two times of the volume in Example 1. So the gas production in Example 4 should 

be theoretically twice as that in Example 1.    

Figure 4.26 presents the comparison of the cumulative gas production between the 

reference solution of example 4 and the explicit discretized model of example 1. In fact, example 

1 produces 0.01*109 cft while example 4 produces the double 0.02*109 cft. Thus, multiplying the 

cumulative gas production of example 1 by a factor of 2, the cumulative gas production of 

example 4 is found perfectly as shown in Figure 4.26 (dotted red line).  

Finally, as the fractures in Example 1 are parallel to the grid axes, and fine grid cells 

associated with local grid refinement around the fractures are used, the reference solution in 

Example 1 is reliable. Here, as our reference solution used in this part (Example 4) is compared 

to that of Example 1, we can consider it is reliable. In general, we believe that using this 

technique (very fine matrix cells together with discrete fractures) can provide a reliable reference 

solution for any irregular fracture distributions, as long as the matrix cells are fine enough. This 

kind of technique is used to perform a reference solution later in this work.   
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Figure 4.25: Illustration of an infinite regular fracture network describing example 1 and 4. 
 

 

Figure 4.26: Comparison of the cumulative gas production from the reference solution of example 
4 and example 1. 
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4.2.5 Example 5 – Irregular Fractures Distribution 

In the following, we consider a block of 330 ft in x and y directions containing 5 irregular 

fractures distribution as shown in Figure 4.27(a). The net thickness of the reservoir in z direction 

is of 20 ft. In this study, the permeabilities are defined as 0.0001 mD in the matrix and 3 D in the 

fractures. The fracture aperture is fixed at 0.004 ft. The porosity of the matrix media is 0.05. Only 

a single phase (gas only) flow simulation is taken into consideration. The initial reservoir pressure 

is 3800 psi. A horizontal well (green dot Figure 4.27(a)) is connected to the fracture, and the 

bottom hole well flowing pressure is 1000 psi.  

 

 

Figure 4.27: illustration of (a) an irregular fracture network, (b) the reference solution and (c) the 
DFM. 

 

The same approach used in the previous part is done on this example in order to perform 

the reference solution as shown in Figure 4.27(b). Note that, the reference solution consists in 

250000 grid cells after discretizing the domain into 500 grid cells in each x and y directions 

leading to a very fine matrix grid cells for the discretization of matrix media. On the other hand, a 

dual-porosity model is performed and our DFM based on a MINC proximity function is also 

performed (see, Figure 4.27(c)).  

The cumulative gas production for different simulation models are shown in Figure 4.28 

for 800 days of production. Based on the simulation results, clearly the DFM presents very 

satisfactory result comparing to the reference model. However, the standard dual-porosity model 

underestimates the gas production and it is not accurate comparing to the reference solution. 

Moreover, the DFM approach decreases greatly the CPU time from 30 minutes for the reference 
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solution to only 2 seconds with our DFM approach. In fact, decreasing the number of grid cell 

will result in decreasing significantly the CPU time. 

The difference between the reference solution and our DFM in term of CPU time could 

be explained by the number of grid cells used to describe the problem. The reference model 

consists in 250000 grid cells while our DFM uses only 11 nodes to describe the same case. In 

fact, the discrete fracture network is represented by fracture and matrix nodes using the DFM 

model. This model consists in assigning a fracture node for each fracture/well and 

fractures/fractures intersections. For example, the case presented in Figure 4.27 will be described 

using 11 nodes (1 for the well intersection (green node in Figure 4.27(a)), 4 for the fracture 

intersections (red nodes in Figure 4.27(c)) and 6 nodes for the matrix media. In fact, here a 

MINC6 model was performed so 6 matrix nodes representing 6 matrix subdivisions are assigned 

to the matrix media (Figure 4.27(c)).  

 

Figure 4.28: Cumulative gas production vs. time for example 5 for different simulation model. 

4.3 Validation Test on a Large SRV Cases 

In this section, in order to validate the discrete fracture model, a large SRV case, where 

simulations are first performed for a single-phase (reservoir water is not mobile) to compare 
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different simulation models, is studied. Once our DFM is validated for single-phase flow, a 

multiphase flow case consist in a 2D synthetic tight-oil reservoir will be studied in Chapter 5.  

4.3.1 Regular Fractures Distribution  

In this part a regular fracture distribution is tested in order to validate our DFM. Table 

4.3 summarizes the reservoir properties. A horizontal well (green line in Figure 4.29) in the x-

direction is placed in the middle of the reservoir intersecting with the hydraulic fracture (red solid 

line in Figure 4.29). It is assumed that the well production comes only directly through the 

hydraulic fracture. Inside the SRV, 41 natural fractures exist (blue dotted lines in Figure 4.29), 

where 21 natural fractures perpendicular to the well along the y-direction and 20 in the x-

direction are created.  

Table 4.3: Reservoir properties for the shale-gas reservoir example. 

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Matrix Permeability 0.0001  mD 

Hydraulic Fracture Permeability 50  D 

Induced-fracture Permeability 200  mD 

Fracture Width 0.01  ft 

Induced-fracture Width 0.001  ft 

Reservoir Net Thickness 300  ft 

Top of the Reservoir 5800  ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 3800  psi 

Bottom Hole Well Pressure 1000  psi 

 

A volume of 1050×1000×300 cft corresponds to the stimulated reservoir volume. Apart 

from the high conductive hydraulic fracture, all other fractures are homogenized in the SRV and 

the MINC method is applied and the matrix media is subdivided based on the distance from the 

fractures. The hydraulic fracture half-length is 150 ft (total length of 300 ft in y-direction), and 

the total length of natural fractures is 1050 ft in x-direction and 1000 ft in y-direction. Note that, 

the fracture spacing is 50 ft in x and y-directions. Furthermore, our reservoir model presents 

different scales of fractures, where the grids which are donated to the hydraulic fractures 

presented in y-direction have a width of 0.01 ft and a permeability of 50 D, while the stimulated 

natural fractures are presented in x and y-directions with a width of 0.001 ft and a permeability of 

200 mD. The top of the reservoir is at a depth of 5800 ft. 
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Figure 4.29: Illustration of (a) a regular fracture distribution Warren and Root type and (b) the 
explicit discretization of the fracture network set as a reference solution. 

 

On one hand, a base model named “Explicit Discretized Model”, which explicitly 

discretized all sort of fractures (hydraulic and natural fractures) using a LGR logarithmically 

spaced around each fracture, is considered as the reference solution. On the other hand, a 

standard dual-porosity model and our DFM are performed. Note that, the DP model consists in 

grid block size of 50 ft in x and y directions.  

The three simulation models (Explicit Discretized Model, Dual-Porosity Model and the 

Discrete Fracture Model) are compared. Figure 4.30 presents the cumulative gas production for 

this regular discrete fracture network during 16000 days of production performed with these 

three simulation models. Obviously, our DFM based on a MINC proximity function provides a 

much better result than the dual-porosity model and can almost match the explicit discretized 

model (reference solution). Clearly, the dual-porosity model underestimates the gas production. 

Our DFM shows the ability of predicting gas production from unconventional fractured gas 

reservoirs, while a dual-porosity model is inaccurate for such problems.  

We also noticed that using our DFM in this example underestimates lightly the gas 

production comparing to the reference solution. This could be explained by the low natural 

fracture or the homogenized fracture permeability (knf=200 mD). In order to improve the flow 

prediction using our DFM, we suggest to modified (or correct) the transmissibility connection 
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between the homogenized media around the hydraulic fracture. In fact, we propose to adjust the 

transmissibility calculation between homogenized grid cells (red nodes in Figure 4.31) using the 

transmissibility formulas Equations (4.4) and (4.10) which takes into account a more realistic 

pressure distributions around the hydraulic fractures with integral methods. 

 

Figure 4.30: Cumulative gas production vs. time. 

Once the presence of the hydraulic fracture is taken into account and the transmissibility 

between homogenized grid cells around the hydraulic are fixed, the flow modelling from the 

homogenized fractures to the hydraulic one is better simulated. Figure 4.32 presents the 

comparison of the cumulative gas production for 16000 days of production for our DFM 

without and with correction using the integral approach to the reference solution. Obviously, the 

gas prediction is ameliorated using our corrected DFM with the integral approach, comparing to 

the reference solution.  
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Figure 4.31: Illustration of the grid cells 
affected by the improvement 

transmissibility calculation process. 

Figure 4.32: Comparison of the cumulative gas 
production for the hybrid approach with and without 

transmissibility improvement with the reference 
solution. 

However, working with high natural fracture permeability in low matrix permeability 

reservoirs, no transmissibility correction is needed. In fact, if the natural fracture permeability 

(knf) is high enough, then the gas will flow quickly to the hydraulic fracture and the well through 

the natural fractures. The pressures in natural fractures are as low as that in the hydraulic fracture, 

and the accuracy of transmissibility calculation in the homogenized fracture media is not a key 

issue as long as the natural fracture permeability is high enough. Otherwise, the accuracy of 

transmissibility values for flow exchange between hydraulic fracture and homogenized natural 

fractures is important.  

This claim is supported by Figure 4.33 where the natural fracture permeability knf is set as 

2 D instead of 200 mD. Figure 4.33 presents the comparison of the cumulative gas production 

between the DFM and the reference solution.  

Clearly, our DFM is able to predict the cumulative gas for 5000 days of production 

without any transmissibility correction as the induced fracture permeability is high enough. On 

the other hand, the gas production increases by increasing the natural fractures permeability. Our 

DFM reacts perfectly and it is able to predict gas production for different fracture permeability 

comparing to the reference solution. 
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Figure 4.33: Cumulative gas production vs. time. 

 

Finally, our DFM based on MINC proximity function proves its accuracy for the 

application on shale-gas reservoirs, at least for single-phase flow problems. In fact, discretizing 

the matrix blocks into a sequence of volume elements can handle much better the transient flow 

from the matrix into the fractures during the whole production period.  

4.3.2 Regular Fracture Distribution with a Non-Uniform SRV  

The purpose of this second example is to investigate if our MINC proximity function 

based model is able to modelling the fluid flow between SRV and non-SRV region. A synthetic 

2D model reservoir shown in Figure 4.34 is evaluated. The reservoir dimensions remain the same 

as before, where the reservoir consist in 1050×1000×300 cft. The model contains 49 natural 

fractures (blue dotted line in Figure 4.34) with one hydraulic fracture of 300 ft placed in the 

middle of the reservoir. Note that, fracture spacing is set at 50 ft in x and y direction. The 

hydraulic fracture intercepts a horizontal well (green dashed line in Figure 4.35).  

The water saturation in the rock matrix is at the irreducible water saturation of 0.35. The 

initial reservoir pressure is 3800 psi and the horizontal well produces at a constant bottom hole 

pressure of 1000 psi. It must be mentioned that, we consider that all fractures in our model are 

propped and open. Furthermore, we don’t simulate the hydraulic fracturing operation. The 
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aperture of stimulated natural fractures and the hydraulic fracture are set as 0.001 ft and 0.01 ft, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 4.34: A DFN with a regular fracture distribution presenting an non regular SRV shape. 

 

 

Figure 4.35: Illustration of the hybrid approach technique using the MINC method inside the 
SRV region while the hydraulic fracture is explicitly discretized. 

The reference solution consists in 567×540×1 grid cells in x, y, and z directions, 

respectively in order to discretize the 50 fractures contained in the model. In this part, we 

investigate if our model could be able to take into account the presence of a non-SRV region (as 

explained in part 4.1.5 earlier in this chapter). Also, the hydraulic fracture is directly connected to 
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the wellbore while the rest of the fractures are connected between themselves and the hydraulic 

fracture.  

For this example, the well has been put into production for 16000 days. Figure 4.36 

presents the pressure profiles over the simulation for 1000 days, 2500 days and at 5000 days of 

production. Also, Figure 4.37 compares the cumulative gas production for 16000 days of 

production for three simulations models, the reference solution (explicit discretize model) and 

the discrete fracture model with and without correction discussed earlier in this chapter. 

The cumulative gas volume predicted at the end of production, for 16000 days, by our 

DFM is very similar to one using the reference solution. Note that, our DFM is able to predict 

gas production with presence of a SRV and non-SRV zone and especially for treating a non-

uniform SRV zone. On the other hand, the computational time for the reference solution is 6.7 

hours, while using our DFM we were able to predict the gas production in only 24 seconds. Once 

again, our DFM proves its ability to predict gas production and to perform such simulations in 

much less time than the reference solution.  

Our discrete fracture model proves its ability in modelling fluid flow from shale-gas 

reservoirs with simple cases from isolated fractures to a large regular fracture distribution case 

with a non-uniform stimulated reservoir volume. So, this DFM represents an accurate method 

for studying flow through fractured formations and could be attractive to be applied to field 

problems. In the next chapter an application to a field scale problem will be investigated using 

the DFM based on a MINC proximity function for multiphase flow problems with phase change 

for both shale-gas and tight-oil reservoirs. 
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Figure 4.36: Pressure profile of the reference solution at (a) t = 1000 days, (b) t = 2500 days and 
(c) t = 5000 days. 

 

Figure 4.37: The comparison of the cumulative gas production for the hybrid approach with and 
without correction with the reference solution. 
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Chapter 5 -  APPLICATION OF THE DISCRETE FRACTURE 

MODEL TO A FIELD SCALE PROBLEM 

A complex Discrete Fracture Network is a common occurrence for unconventional 

reservoirs. Since we use the DFM approach for modelling shale reservoirs, we should be able to 

treat simple fracture geometries as well as complex ones.  

In this chapter, a more realistic case observed in unconventional reservoirs is presented 

and studied. The DFM based on a MINC proximity function is applied to a synthetic 2D field 

scale problem. This study takes into account the presence of a hydraulic fracture and two sets of 

stimulated natural fractures leading to a complex DFN.  

The ability of our DFM in treating the complex fracture network within an irregular 

fracture distribution is tested. First, the efficiency of our developed DFM is tested on shale-gas 

reservoirs for a single-phase flow case. Then, both shale-gas condensate and tight-oil reservoir 

cases are presented in order to express the robustness of our DFM based on a MINC proximity 

function to model multiphase flow problem. These multiphase problems associate with phase 

change, which makes the simulation quite challenge. For example, for the tight-oil reservoir case, 

when the fracture pressure drops below the bubble point, gas starts to appear in the matrix 

formation near the fracture faces. Standard DFMs cannot correctly handle this kind of problems. 

However, our approach based on the MINC method is suitable to simulate this kind of 

phenomena by quantifying the occurrence of the liberated gas.  
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5.1 A Synthetic 2D Discrete Fracture Network 

In order to validate our DFM on a more realistic reservoir, a synthetic case is constructed 

in this part. A single-phase shale-gas example (gas with immobile water), a retrograde gas 

reservoir and a multi-phase (oil, gas and water) tight-oil reservoir examples are studied in this 

chapter.  First, a single-phase gas case is studied in order to perform a reliable reference solution.  

Table 5.1 summarizes the reservoir properties of the 2D synthetic reservoir example. A 

horizontal well (dashed blue line in Figure 5.1) is placed in the x-direction and in the middle of 

the reservoir, where one stage hydraulic fracture perpendicular to the well along the y-direction is 

created. Note that, our reservoir consists in 3 sets of fractures defined as following: two sets of 

natural fractures with different orientation and one set of hydraulic fracture. The two sets of 

natural fractures consist in 275 stimulated and induced secondary fractures with irregular non-

uniform distribution in the SRV region (Figure 5.1). On the other hand, the third set consists in 

one hydraulic fracture (solid blue line in Figure 5.1) set in the middle of the reservoir. In this 

example, we assume that natural fractures are not propped, even if they are stimulated. So, apart 

from the high conductive hydraulic fracture, all other fractures, including stimulated and un-

stimulated natural fractures are homogenized in the SRV.  

Table 5.1: Reservoir properties of the 2D synthetic reservoir. 

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Hydraulic Fracture Permeability 20  D 

Induced-fracture Permeability 300 – 400  mD 

Hydraulic Fracture Width 0.012 ft 

Induced-fracture Width 0.004 – 0.005 ft 

Reservoir Net Thickness 20  ft 

Top of the Reservoir 3950  ft 

 

For all the performed cases, the hydraulic fracture is considered as a rectangular in a vertical 

plane with the half-length of 738 ft (total length of 1476 ft) in y-direction. A base model named 

Explicit Discretized Model (using single porosity approach), which explicitly discretized hydraulic 

and natural fractures with 2.2 million matrix grid cells, is computed and considered as the 

reference solution. The hydraulic fracture oriented in y-direction has a width of 0.012 ft and a 
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permeability of 20 Darcy, while the two sets of natural fractures are stimulated with a thickness 

varying from 0.004 ft – 0.005 ft and the permeability from 300 mD – 400 mD. One set of natural 

fractures is oriented with an average angle of 15° to the north and has a mean of 200 ft in length. 

The second set of fractures has an average orientation of 115° to the north and a mean length of 

400 ft. 

Concerning the DFM approach, the hydraulic fracture is discretized explicitly while the 

stimulated natural fractures in the SRV are homogenized where a calculation of the effective 

fracture permeability and porosity is done. However, isolated fractures are not taken into 

consideration neither in computing the reference solution nor in our DFM. In fact, only a 

connect discrete fracture network is considered and studied. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: A synthetic 2D reservoir consisting in a discrete fracture network with the presence of 
275 natural fractures and 1 hydraulic fracture (blue solid line in y-direction). 
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5.1.1 Generation of the Reference Solution 

In order to provide a reference solution, the discrete fracture network is explicitly 

discretized taking into account all sort of fractures. This approach consists in using our DFM 

approach without the implementation of the MINC proximity function. In order to have a 

reliable solution a reference solution is generated using very fine grid cells discretizing the matrix 

media. Note that, all 275 fractures existing in the reservoirs are modeled explicitly and the matrix 

cells exchange with fracture nodes as described in Sarda et al. (2002). 

We limit our simulation in a bounding box size (or Stimulated Reservoir Volume) 

containing the three sets of fractures. The bounding box volume is fixed at 820×1804×20 cft as 

shown in Figure 5.2. An illustration of the Cartesian grid used to perform the reference solution 

is presented in Figure 5.2(b). 

In order to provide a reliable reference solution, three simulations consisting in three 

different mesh refinements, called Solution #1, #2 and #3, are performed. The first consists in 

550000 grid cells. The second and the third consist in 2.2 and 8.8 million grid cells respectively. 

In fact, the bounding box has been discretized in x, y and z direction as following; 500×1100×1; 

1000×2200×1 and 2000×4400×1 matrix grid cells, respectively for simulations #1, #2 and #3. It 

must be mentioned that, all simulation models consist in a Cartesian uniform grid in x and y 

directions (see, Figure 5.2(b)). The grid size of the first simulation (Solution #1) is 1.64 ft in x and 

y direction. The grid size of Solution #2 is 0.82 ft in x and y direction. Finally, the third (Solution 

#3) consists in a grid cell of 0.41 ft in x and y direction.  

The three simulations have been performed for a single-phase flow case taking a matrix 

permeability of km=10-4 mD. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.3. Clearly, all solutions are 

very close comparing to each other. In particular, Solutions #2 and #3, with 2.2 and 8.8 million 

grid cells respectively, provide almost the same results concerning the cumulative gas production 

after 5000 days of production. So, a simulation with 2.2 million grid cells can be reasonably 

considered as a reference solution, which will be used for the rest of this work (for single and 

multiphase flow simulations). Note that, the CPU time of the reference solution #1, #2 and #3 

are 2, 7 and 34 hours respectively. 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of (a) the reservoir bounding box taking into account the DFN and (b) the 
grid discretization in order to perform the reference solution.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Comparison of three simulation models with different grid cells discretization. 
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5.1.2 Homogenization of the Discrete Fracture Network 

The main purpose of homogenization methods is to be efficient in terms of 

computational time while conserving the physics of flow transfer at fracture scale (see, for 

example, De Dreuzy et al., 2012). In this part, two upscaling methods are considered. The first 

one is an analytical method and the second one is the numerical method. Hereafter, the two 

homogenization methods are briefly described and tested in order to estimate the equivalent 

permeability of our discrete fracture network. The purpose of this study is to select an upscaling 

method which is able to provide us an accurate result for this example.  

Figure 5.4 presents the grid mesh definition of the stimulated reservoir volume (bounding 

box) with 55 grid cells. In fact, the bounding box is discretized into 5 and 11 in x and y direction 

respectively. Note that there is only one cell in the z direction, no flow is simulated in the z 

direction and the upscaling in this direction is not needed. This reservoir discretization is used for 

the dual-porosity model and for our discrete fracture model. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the discretization of the bounding box into 55 grid cells.  
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5.1.2.1 Analytical Method 

The analytical method is inspired by Oda’s model (1986) and it consists in a numerical 

integration without any DFN generation. Also, the analytical method is efficient and valid only 

for well-connected discrete fracture network and high fractures density. 

The equivalent permeability tensor  for one reservoir cell is expressed in Equation (5.1): 

 

 

(5.1) 

where,  is the volume cell,  is the number of fractures sets,  is the number 

of fractures in the set .  is the fracture volume,  and  correspond to the fracture 

conductivity and aperture.  is the unitary projection matrix of the cell-scale pressure gradient 

on the fracture plane.  

The analytical method is applied to homogenized fracture cells presented in Figure 5.4. It 

must be mentioned that, the analytical method delivers a lower CPU time comparing to the 

numerical approach as there is no need to generate the DFN mesh. 

5.1.2.2 Numerical Method 

The numerical upscaling method (see, for example, Bourbiaux et al., 1997) consists in 

simulating the Darcy flow on the DFN taking into consideration an equivalent volume while 

respecting the fractures density. Note that, this method uses a finite volume scheme and it could 

be applicable for any kind of DFN. 

In order to perform the numerical upscaling on a reservoir, the discrete fracture network 

should be used. The definition of a mesh for modelling the Darcy flow and finally the inversion 

of the linear system to get the pressure solution must be done. Note that, the CPU time of the 

numerical method depends enormously from the fractures nodes number (see, Khvoenkova N. 

and Delorme M. (2009)). 
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the application of the numerical method to our discrete fracture 

model using different mesh definition for modelling the Darcy flow. For example, in Figure 

5.5(a) each grid cell is taken as a representative volume for modelling the Darcy flow using the 

numerical upscaling approach. This approach is called local numerical homogenization method. 

On the other hand, the global numerical homogenization method (Figure 5.5(b)) sets the 

bounding box as a representative volume. It must be mentioned that, the numerical method is 

well known to be efficient for a low fractures density, but too CPU time consuming due to the 

numerical flow simulations.  

 

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the numerical homogenization method for modelling the Darcy flow for 
(a) local and (b) global approach. 

 

5.1.2.3 Application of the Homogenization Methods 

In this part a study concerning the homogenization of our DFM approach is considered. 

Several DFM based on a MINC proximity function taking into account different homogenization 

(analytical and numerical) approaches are tested. These different DFM approaches are compared 

to the reference solution in order to quantify the effect of the homogenization method on our 

DFM and to select the most accurate homogenization method.  
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To do so, three simulations models based on our DFM will be performed. First, the 

homogenization of the natural fractures network consists in the analytical homogenization 

method is considered. This model is called DFM Analytical. The second called DFM Numerical 

local consists in a local numerical homogenization method where the grid cell is taken as a 

representative volume as defined in Figure 5.5(a). The third called DFM Numerical Global 

consists in a global numerical homogenization method to homogenize the natural fractures 

network. However, the bounding box is set as a representative volume as shown in Figure 5.5(b).  

Hereafter, Figure 5.6(a) presents the discrete fracture model and the concept of the 

equivalent optimization with our DFM concept after the homogenization process. Note that, 

after applying a conductivity criterion on the discrete fracture network only the hydraulic 

fractures with high conductivity are explicitly discretized where the others set of fractures are 

homogenized. In our case only one hydraulic fracture is explicitly discretized. Furthermore, due 

to the homogenization process the equivalent parameters such as porosity and permeability in 

each of the 55 grid cells will be assigned to the blue node in Figure 5.6(b). 

 

Figure 5.6: Illustration of (a) the DFN and (b) our DFM after the homogenization process. 

 

 Table 5.2 presents the average homogenized permeability values using different homogenization 

approaches. Obviously, the homogenized permeability value depend greatly on the 
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homogenization method. An average value of 0.02 mD and 0.06 mD was found performing the 

analytical and the local numerical method respectively. However, a value of 0.011 mD is found 

computing the global numerical homogenization method.  

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the cumulative gas production for different 

homogenization methods during 5000 days of production. Clearly, our DFM is sensitive to the 

homogenization method implemented in the model. The DFM which used the analytical method 

overestimates the gas production comparing to reference solution. Also, the DFM which used a 

local numerical method overestimates the gas production. This difference is related to the 

representative elementary volume for modelling the Darcy flow. However, the DFM using the 

global numerical approach presents a quite accurate result, where it is able to predict the gas 

production for 5000 days of production comparing to the reference solution.  

Table 5.2: Homogenized permeability value using different homogenization methods. 

Homogenization Method Permeability Value Unit 

Analytical 0.02 mD 

Numerical Local 0.06 mD 

Numerical Global 0.011 mD 

 

  

Figure 5.7: The comparison of the cumulative gas production from the DFM using different 
homogenization methods to the reference solution. 
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5.2 Shale-Gas Reservoir 

In this part the example presented previously is studied (see, Figure 5.2) for shale-gas 

simulations. In the following, as mentioned in section 5.1.1, the reference solution is obtained 

with 2.2 million grid cells. It must be mentioned that the equivalent permeabilities are computed 

with the global numerical upscaling method on the homogenized fracture cells. 

5.2.1 Single-Phase Flow 

In this section only a single phase flow (gas only) is taken into account. Moreover, three 

simulation models, an explicit discretized model, a dual-porosity model and the DFM based on a 

MINC proximity function, are compared. A comparison between the reference solution 

technique (Figure 5.8(a)) and our DFM approach (Figure 5.8(b)) is illustrated in Figure 5.8. 

Moreover, Figure 5.9 presents the comparison of the dual-porosity model and the DFM to the 

reference solution for 5000 days of production. Clearly, the DFM presents a better result than the 

dual-porosity model where obviously the DP model cannot handle the flow modelling during the 

transient period. In fact, our DFM can handle much better the transient flow from the matrix 

into the fractures during the whole production period due to the discretization of the matrix grid 

cells into a sequence of nested volume.  

 

Figure 5.8: A comparison between (a) the reference solution and (b) the DFM based on a MINC 
proximity function computed on the case selected in Figure 5.2.  
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The implementation of the MINC proximity function into our DFM improves 

significantly the capability to predict inter-porosity flow exchange. Based on these results, the 

proposed DFM based on a MINC proximity function is able to predict gas production from 

unconventional fractured shale-gas reservoirs and provides an accurate result. Besides matching 

the reference solution, the DFM decreases greatly the CPU time. In fact, the DFM took only 20 

secs. to perform the 2D synthetic shale-gas reservoirs case, while the reference solution took 

around 6 hours to be accomplished using the same computer. The proposed DFM proves its 

efficiency delivering an accurate result for the application on shale-gas reservoirs, at least for 

single-phase flow problems.  

Table 5.3: Reservoir properties for the shale-gas reservoir. 

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Matrix Permeability 0.0001  mD 

Hydraulic Fracture Permeability 20  D 

Induced-fracture Permeability 300 – 400  mD 

Fracture Width 0.012 ft 

Induced-fracture Width 0.004 – 0.005 ft 

Reservoir Net Thickness 20  ft 

Top of the Reservoir 3950  ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 3800  psi 

Bottom Hole Well Pressure 1000  psi 

 

Figure 5.9: Cumulative gas production vs. time of the 2D synthetic shale-gas reservoir example. 
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5.2.2 Retrograde Gas Reservoir 

Gas condensate arises some difficulties in numerical simulations with a dual-porosity 

model with phase change. In fact, during production from shale reservoirs, as pressure is 

reduced, the gas will pass through the dew point where a liquid starts to condense. As the 

reservoir further depletes and the pressure drops, liquid condenses from the gas to form a free 

liquid inside the reservoir. This is particularly true near the fracture faces, where the matrix 

pressure is very low and close to the fracture pressure. Thus, the presence of free liquid near 

fracture faces could decrease highly the gas relative permeability and impedes gas recovery. 

Moreover, using large matrix grid cells (DP model) near the fractures might provide significantly 

different results as noticed with shale-gas reservoir in the previous part. In this section, a 

retrograded condensate reservoir is studied. Furthermore, a compositional model is used for the 

retrograde gas simulation. The reservoir properties are summarized in Table 5.4.  

Table 5.4: Reservoir properties for the retrograde gas reservoir.  

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Matrix Permeability 0.00001  mD 

Reservoir Net Thickness 20  ft 

Top of the Reservoir 3950  ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 4800 psi 

Dew Point Pressure 3000 psi 

Bottom Hole Well Pressure 2000  psi 

 

The simulations results are presented in Figure 5.10. Our DFM, based on different MINC 

subdivisions (MINC2, MINC4 and MINC8), is compared to the reference solution. Figures 

5.10(a) and (b) illustrate the daily gas and oil rate for 1000 days of production for the three 

simulations models. Besides, if we are interested in long-term production, Figure 5.10(c) and (d) 

presents the cumulative gas and oil production for 1000 days of production. Clearly, our DFM 

based on a MINC8 model (dotted red line) is accurate comparing to the reference solution. The 

reference solution and our DFM predict the same amount of cumulative gas production (around 

100*106 cft) after 1000 days. Moreover, our DFM and the reference solution predict around 2500 

bbl concerning the cumulative oil production at the end of production. Also, Figure 5.10(f) 

illustrates the CGR for 1000 days. Our DFM based on a MINC8 model presents an accurate 

result comparing to the reference solution, where both models have the same trends. Finally, our 
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DFM based on a MINC proximity function treats the fracture/matrix interaction entirely by a 

fully transient way and it is able to predict flow production from retrograde condensate 

reservoirs.  
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Figure 5.10: Simulation results of the gas condensate reservoir with km=10-5 mD (a) gas rate, (b) 
oil rate, (c) the cumulative gas production, (d) the cumulative oil production and (e) the CGR 
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5.3 Tight-oil Reservoir 

The next simulation scenario retains the same fracture network as presented earlier in this 

chapter (see, Figure 5.2). In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and the ability of our DFM 

coupled with the MINC proximity function treating a multiphase flow case. Initially, both oil and 

water exist in the reservoir. We consider the initial water saturation in this shale oil reservoir at 

0.4 where the irreducible water saturation is set at 0.1. Also, the formation porosity is 0.05. 

5.3.1 Matrix Permeability km=10-3 mD 

In this section, a tight-oil reservoir is studied. The matrix permeability is set as 0.001 mD. 

The initial reservoir pressure is 2740 psi and the horizontal well produces at a constant bottom 

hole pressure of 1450 psi, which is below the bubble point pressure set as 2030 psi. of this 

section. The top of the reservoir is set at 3940 ft and the reservoir thickness is 20 ft. 

Figures 5.11(a) and (b) illustrate the relative permeabilities in the matrix media for the oil-

water system and the gas-oil system, respectively. Also, Figures 5.12(a) and (b) present the water-

oil capillary pressure and gas-oil capillary pressure curves, respectively.  

Once the well is put into production, the reservoir pressure begins to decrease. 

Furthermore, when the reservoir pressure decreases below the bubble point pressure, gas will 

start to appear inside the reservoir. It is quite difficult to simulate such phenomena with a 

commonly-used model such as a dual-porosity model due to the large block and low matrix 

permeability. Also, during the transient period, a non-linear variation of the pressure in the matrix 

media emphasizes the duration of the transient period. Thus, the implementation of the MINC 

method could present a solution of this problem due to the fine sub-grid continuum near the 

fractures faces.  
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Figure 5.11: (a)Water/oil and (b) gas/oil relative permeability curves. 

 

Figure 5.12: (a) Water/oil and (b) gas/oil capillary pressures. 

 

The results of three simulation models are presented in Figure 5.13. The DFM based on 

the MINC8 model and the dual-porosity model are compared to the reference solution. Figures 

5.13(a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) represent respectively the results of daily gas rate, daily oil rate, the 

cumulative gas production, the cumulative oil production, the water cut and the gas oil ratio 

(GOR).  

Figures 5.13(a) and (b) illustrate the daily gas and oil rate for 2000 days of production for 

the three simulations models. Besides, if we are interested in long-term production, Figures 

5.13(c) and (d) presents the cumulative gas and oil production for 5000 days of production. 

Clearly, our DFM based on a MINC proximity function (dotted red line) presents a better result 

than the dual-porosity model (dashed green line) comparing to the reference solution. Note that, 
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the reference solution and the DFM predict the same amount of cumulative gas production 

(around 13*106 cft) after 5000 days. Also, concerning the cumulative oil production, our DFM is 

accurate comparing to the reference solution, where both models predict around 10000 bbl at the 

end of production. However, the dual-porosity model highly overestimates the cumulative gas 

production (around 23*106 cft) and underestimates the cumulative oil production (around 6500 

bbl) comparing to the reference solution 13*106 cft and 10000 bbl respectively for the cumulative 

gas and oil production.  

Figure 5.13(e) presents the water cut for early time of production for 30 days. The 

reference solution and the DFM based on the MINC proximity function produce around the 

same amount of water during the first 20 days of production. The DFM gives approximately a 

similar water production as the reference solution while the dual-porosity model is not accurate at 

all. 

Finally, Figure 5.13(f) illustrates the gas oil ratio for the three simulations models. Our 

DFM presents an accurate result concerning the GOR for 5000 days comparing to the reference 

solution. However, the dual-porosity model is not accurate.  

Dealing with three-phase (oil/gas/water) flow simulation, our DFM presents good results 

comparing to the reference solution. The DFM based on the MINC proximity function method 

gives quite accurate results. Besides, the CPU time was greatly reduced using our proposed DFM. 

The numerical results are summarized in Table 5.5. Clearly, the CPU time was reduced from 7 

hours concerning the reference solution (2200624 grid cells) to only 30 seconds using our DFM 

approach consisting in 387 grid cells to describe the same reservoir problem using a MINC6 

model.  

 

Table 5.5: Numerical results comparing the DFM based on a MINC proximity function to the 
reference solution. 

Model 

Case 
Explicit Discretized Model Discrete Fracture Model 

 

Number 

of grid cells 
CPU Time 

Number of grid 

Cells 
CPU Time 

Single-phase Flow 
2200624 

6 hrs. 
387 

20 secs. 

Multiphase Flow 7 hrs. 30 secs. 
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Figure 5.13: Simulation results of the tight-oil reservoir with km=10-3 mD (a) gas rate, (b) oil rate, 
(c) the cumulative gas production, (d) the cumulative oil production, (e) water cut and (f) the 

GOR. 
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5.3.2 Matrix Permeability km=10-4 mD 

In this section, a tight-oil reservoir is studied. Table 5.6 summarizes the reservoir 

properties used in this part. The matrix permeability is set as 0.0001 mD. The initial reservoir 

pressure is 3800 psi and the horizontal well produces at a constant bottom hole pressure of 1160 

psi, which is below the bubble point pressure set as 2710 psi. The top of the reservoir is 3950 ft.  

Table 5.6: Reservoir properties for the tight-oil reservoir. 

Property / Parameter Value Unit 

Matrix Permeability 0.0001  mD 

Reservoir Net Thickness 20  ft 

Top of the Reservoir 3950  ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 3800 psi 

Bubble Point Pressure 2710  psi 

Bottom Hole Well Pressure 1160  psi 

The simulations results are presented in Figure 5.14. Our DFM, based on different MINC 

model (MINC2, MINC4 and MINC8), is compared to the reference solution. Figures 5.14(a), (b), 

(c), (d), (e) and (f) represent respectively the results of daily gas rate, daily oil rate, the cumulative 

gas production, the cumulative oil production, the water cut and the gas oil ratio (GOR).  

Figures 5.14(a) and (b) illustrate the daily gas and oil rate for 2000 days of production for 

the three simulation models. Besides, if we are interested in long-term production, Figures 5.14(c) 

and (d) presents the cumulative gas and oil production for 5000 days of production. Clearly, our 

DFM based on a MINC8 model (dotted red line) is accurate comparing to the reference solution. 

The reference solution and our DFM predict the same amount of cumulative gas production 

(around 30*106 cft) after 5000 days. Also, concerning the cumulative oil production, our DFM 

predicts around 14000 bbl where the reference solution predict around 13500 bbl at the end of 

production. Figure 5.14(e) presents the water cut for 5000 days. Our DFM is not very accurate at 

early time. However, if we are interested in long-term production our DFM presents a 

satisfactory result comparing to the reference solution. Also, Figure 5.14(f) illustrates the GOR 

for 5000 days. Our DFM based on a MINC8 model presents an accurate result comparing to the 

reference solution, where both models have the same trends.  
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Figure 5.14: Simulation results of the tight-oil reservoir with km=10-4 mD (a) gas rate, (b) oil rate, 
(c) the cumulative gas production, (d) the cumulative oil production (e) water cut and (f) the 

GOR. 
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5.3.3 Matrix Permeability km=10-5 mD 

In this section, a tight-oil reservoir is studied and a comparison between this case 

(km=10-5 mD) and the previous one (km=10-4 mD) is done in order to see how our DFM reacts 

to the different matrix permeability. The same reservoir properties presented in Table 5.6 are 

used in this part. However, the matrix permeability is set as 0.00001 mD. The simulations results 

are presented in Figure 5.15. Our DFM, based on different MINC model (MINC2, MINC4 and 

MINC8), is compared to the reference solution. Figures 5.15(a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) represent 

respectively the results of daily gas rate, daily oil rate, the cumulative gas production, the 

cumulative oil production, the water cut and the gas oil ratio (GOR).  

Figures 5.15(a) and (b) illustrate the daily gas and oil rate for 2000 days of production for 

the three simulations models. Besides, if we are interested in long-term production, Figures 

5.15(c) and (d) presents the cumulative gas and oil production for 5000 days of production. 

Clearly, our DFM based on a MINC8 model (dotted red line) is accurate comparing to the 

reference solution. The reference solution and our DFM predict the same amount of cumulative 

gas production (around 14*106 cft) after 5000 days. Moreover, our DFM and the reference 

solution predict around 8000 bbl concerning the cumulative oil production at the end of 

production. Figure 5.15 (e) presents the water cut for 5000 days. Our DFM gives quite 

satisfactory results comparing to the reference solution. Also, Figure 5.15 (f) illustrates the GOR 

for 5000 days. Our DFM based on a MINC8 model presents a satisfactory result comparing to 

the reference solution, where both models have the same trends. Moreover, a comparison of 

tight-oil reservoir simulations for different matrix permeability km=10-4 mD and km=10-5 mD is 

presented in Figure 5.16. The purpose from this comparison is to show how our Discrete 

Fracture Model is reacting to different matrix permeability. 

Finally, neither a standard dual-porosity model nor an explicit discretized model are 

suitable flow modelling from shale-gas/tight-oil reservoirs. The dual-porosity model is not 

accurate due to the pseudo-steady-state regime concerning the matrix-fracture flow exchange. On 

the other hand, due to the large number of grid cells, an explicit discretized model required a lot 

of CPU time. Nevertheless, our DFM based on the MINC method treats the inter-porosity flow 

entirely in a fully transient way for the matrix-fracture flow exchange. Based on the results from 

Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 our DFM is able to predict well 

productions for both single and multi-phase flows in shale-gas or tight-oil reservoirs. 
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Figure 5.15: Simulation results of the tight-oil reservoir with km=10-5 mD (a) gas rate, (b) oil rate, 
(c) the cumulative gas production, (d) the cumulative oil production, (e) water cut and (f) the 

GOR. 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the simulation results between the reference solution and our DFM of 
the tight-oil reservoir for km=10-5 mD and km=10-4 mD (a) gas rate, (b) oil rate, (c) the 

cumulative gas production, (d) the cumulative oil production and (e) water cut and (f) the gas oil 
ratio (GOR).
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Chapter 6 -  DISCUSSIONS AND PROSPECTS  

Computing the MINC method using the proximity function stochastic process is an 

efficient method to simulate flow for fractured reservoirs, especially for low-permeability 

unconventional reservoirs. Basically, this DFM was introduced to simulate shale-gas reservoirs. 

However, as shown in the previous part, our DFM is able to model properly the flow from a 

tight-oil reservoir.  

In fact, the application of the present method of the MINC proximity function is able to 

simulate properly fluid flow from unconventional reservoirs. In this section, we will discuss the 

two potential problems of our approach. The explication of the two problems and solution 

propositions are detailed and described hereafter.  
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6.1 The Presence of Different Block Size Inside a Grid Cell 

In this part, we will discuss the first problem of our approach consisting in the presence 

of different block size in a grid cell. This problem in our discrete fracture model might 

overestimate the prediction of the flow production. Examples concerning a regular and an 

irregular fracture distribution are presented. The purpose from these examples is to study a 

matrix grid cell containing different block size for a better comprehension of the MINC 

proximity function. 

6.1.1 Regular Fracture Distribution 

First, an example of two regular non-symmetric orthogonal fractures is presented. The 

following example in Figure 6.1 consists in a matrix block of 164 ft in x and y direction with the 

presence of two hydraulic fractures as shown in the Figure 6.1(a). The fracture aperture and 

permeability are set at 0.004 ft and 2500 mD respectively. The matrix permeability is 0.0001 mD. 

This domain contains four matrix blocks with different sizes. The thickness of the block is 20 ft 

in z direction. A horizontal well is placed into the formation. The intersection of the well with the 

hydraulic fracture is illustrated by the green node in Figure 6.1(a). 

 

Figure 6.1: Illustration of (a) a non-symmetric two orthogonal fractures case, (b) the explicit 
discretized model and (c) the MINC proximity function model. 

 

The reference solution consists in a LGR technique (Figure 6.1(b)) where the fractures 

has been explicitly discretized. On the other hand, the discrete fracture model is performed 
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(Figure 6.1(c)) on the whole domain using the MINC method. Note that, a MINC6 model (#1, 2, 

3, 4, 5 and 6 represents the matrix media) was performed to compute the DFM.  

 

Figure 6.2: The comparison of the cumulative gas production for the explicit discretized model 
and the DFM MINC6 model for 1000 days of production. 

 

Obviously, based on the results of the cumulative gas production from Figure 6.2 our 

DFM overestimates the gas production comparing to the reference solution. Clearly, as the 

fracture distribution is not symmetric in the matrix grid cell, the repartition of the matrix 

subdivision is not the same around the fractures in each sub-volume (V1, V2, V3 and V4). An 

illustration of the DFM MINC6 model is presented in Figure 6.3 for a better description of the 

problem.  

 

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the application of the MINC proximity function where a MINC6 model 
is taken into consideration in this example. 
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Also, Figure 6.4 presents the cumulative matrix volume of the distribution function for 

the total matrix grid cell and per sub-volume function of the distance from fractures. Clearly, the 

maximum distance found in volume V1 is the same as V2 and V3. However, a larger distance is 

found from sub-volume V4 due to the fracture distribution and to a bigger volume presented by 

V4.  

 

Figure 6.4: The cumulative matrix volume per sub-volume for the case presented in Figure 6.3.  

 

As mentioned above, a MINC6 model was performed. However, based on the 

distribution function (Figure 6.4) generated for this case, only a sixth matrix subdivision 

(continuum) could exist in sub-volume (V4) as shown in Figure 6.3 due to the different block size 

inside the grid cell. Note that, the subdivision of the matrix media based on the distance from the 

fractures is done using a volume fraction defined by the user. Due to different size block inside 

the grid cell, two solutions could be done in order to solve this problem. The first one consists in 

subdividing each sub-volume into 6 subdivisions (see, Figure 6.5). In fact, as we have the 

cumulative matrix volume distribution function per sub-volume (V1, V2, V3 and V4) as shown in 

Figure 6.4 this proposition could be done. However, the numbers of matrix unknown nodes will 

increase from 6 to 24. As explained before, each matrix subdivision is assigned with a matrix 

node. Based on this solution, as a MINC6 model is performed per sub-volume, a node must be 

assigned per subdivision per sub-volume which makes 24 matrix nodes as shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Note that, this kind of proposition solution might increase the CPU time of a simulation and this 

solution will not be taken into consideration. This approach is not consistent with our MINC 

model proposed in this work. 

 

Figure 6.5: A possible solution by computing a MINC6 model in each sub-volume based on the 
distance from the fractures dependently for each sub-volume. 

 

On the other hand, as our aim consists in maintaining the number of unknowns matrix nodes 

without increasing the CPU time, a correction of the transmissibility value could be done 

concerning the connection of subdivisions #5 and 6 for this example. In other words, the surface 

exchange between subdivisions #5 and #6 must be corrected in order to model properly the 

fluid flow between subdivision #5 and 6. Note that, only a connection between subdivision #5 

and 6 exist in sub-volume V4.  

The corrected transmissibility must be calculated taking into account subdivision #5 and 

6 only from sub-volume V4 in order to modelling properly the flow exchange between these two 

continuum. Unfortunately, in the present DFM the subdivision #6 from sub-volume V4 

exchange flow with all subdivisions #5 from different sub-volume (V1, V2, V3 and V4) which is 

not correct and obviously will increase and overestimate the gas production as shown previously 

in Figure 6.2. So, a correction on the transmissibility calculation must be done taking into 

consideration the right surface exchange between the two continuums (#5 and 6 only from sub-

volume V4). Hereafter, a description of the methodology will be proposed and detailed.  

Let’s consider that a MINC6 model (see, Figure 6.1) is performed. So, the total 

transmissibility through the subdivisions could be written as following:  
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(6.1) 

where,  represents the number of subdivisions. 

 Moreover, the number of sub-volumes existing in the matrix grid cell is known. These sub-

volumes are resulting from fracture network. Here, 4 sub-volumes (V1, V2, V3 and V4) exist in this 

example. It must be mentioned that there is a difference between the sub-volumes and sub grids. 

Taking the example above, the number of sub-volume is 4 (is 4 ( =4), where the number of sub grids 

could reach 6 (could reach 6 ( =6) related to the MINC proximity function. 

 Table 6.1: Description of the transmissibility calculation for the case presented in Figure 6.3. 

 Sub-volumes 
 Transmissibility V1 V2 V3 V4 

Connection 

between the 

subgrid i and i+1 

T1,2 T1/1,2 T2/1,2 T3/1,2 T4/1,2 
T2,3 T1/2,3 T2/2,3 T3/2,3 T4/2,3 
T3,4 T1/3,4 T2/3,4 T3/3,4 T4/3,4 
T4,5 T1/4,5 T2/4,5 T3/4,5 T4/4,5 
T5,6 T1/5,6 = 0 T2/5,6 = 0 T3/5,6 = 0 T4/5,6 

 

Also, considering that the total flow between two continuums is equal to the sum of the 

flow from these continuums taking into account all existing sub-volumes. So, the transmissibility 

value between continuum #  and #  taking into account all the sub-volumes is described by 

the following equation: 

 

(6.2) 

where,  and  represent the number of subdivisions and sub-volumes of the studied grid cell 

respectively. 
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Let’s consider that,  =6 and  =4 then: 

 

(6.3) 

 

 

 

 

In fact, the fluid flow with the connection  will flow to the fracture only within the 

sub-volume V4, while the fluid with the connection  will flow to the fracture through also 

other sub-volumes. So, based on Equation (6.3) the transmissibility  should overestimate the 

fluid exchange from the subdivision #6 to the fracture. A correction must be done. To do so, let 

 be the transmissibility between continuums only in sub-Volume V4, that is:  

 

(6.4) 

 

 

 

 

To find , we apply Equation (6.1):  
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(6.5) 

In the above equation, all parameters are known except . So, the transmissibility correction 

can be easily obtained from Equation (6.5). Figure 6.6 presents a comparison of cumulative gas 

production for the case presented in Figure 6.1. Clearly, by correcting the transmissibility 

between #5 and #6, our DFM is able to predict the gas production comparing to the explicit 

discretized model set as a reference solution. Based on the results from cumulative gas 

production, our DFM gives us a very accurate result comparing to the reference solution. 

 

Figure 6.6: The comparison of the cumulative gas production for the explicit discretized model, 
the DFM MINC6 model and the corrected DFM MINC6 model for 1000 days of production. 

6.1.2 Irregular Fracture Distribution 

In the following, we consider a block of 164 ft in x and y directions containing 3 fractures 

as shown in Figure 6.7(a). The net thickness of the reservoir in z direction is of 20 ft. In this 

study, the permeabilities are defined as 0.0001 mD in the matrix and 3 D in the fractures. The 

fracture aperture is fixed at 0.004 ft. The porosity of the matrix media is 0.05. Only a single phase 

(gas only) flow simulation is taken into consideration. The initial reservoir pressure is 3800 psi. A 
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horizontal well (green node Figure 6.7(a)) is connected to the fracture, and the bottom hole well 

flowing pressure is 1000 psi. 

 

Figure 6.7: Illustration of (a) an irregular fracture distribution, (b) the reference solution and (c) 
the DFM MINC proximity function.  

 

According to the reference solution, the same approach used in the previous part (see, 

section 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 in the previous chapter) is done on this example in order to perform the 

reference solution with a very fine matrix grid cells for the discretization of matrix media. On the 

other hand, our DFM MINC proximity method is also performed.  

The reference model consists in 1000000 grid cells (see, Figure 6.7(b)) after discretizing 

the domain into 1000 grid cells in each x and y directions while our DFM uses only 9 nodes (1 

for the well intersection (green node in Figure 6.7(a), 3 fractures nodes (red nodes in Figure 6.7(c) 

and 6 nodes corresponds to the matrix refinement) to describe the same problem.  

The cumulative gas production for different simulation models are shown in Figure 6.8 

for 5000 days of production. Based on the simulation results, clearly the DFM presents very 

satisfactory result comparing to the reference solution (explicit discretized model). Moreover, our 

DFM for a MINC6 and a MINC8 model overestimates the gas production and it is not accurate 

comparing to the reference solution. However, after the correction done on the MINC6 and 

MINC8 models (explained in the previous section), clearly the DFM approach is able to predict 

gas production comparing to the reference solution. Our DFM decreases greatly the CPU time 

from 5 hours for the reference solution to only 2 seconds with our DFM approach. In fact, 

decreasing the number of grid cell will result in decreasing the CPU time. 
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 So,  the MINC method can model the matrix-fracture exchange taking into account a grid 

cell containing various block sizes. Note that, this kind of problem cannot be handled using a 

standard dual-porosity approach.  

 

Figure 6.8: The cumulative gas production comparing the DFM MINC6 and MINC8 models 
with and without correction to the reference solution. 

6.2 Matrix-Fracture Flow Exchange Between Different Grid Cells  

In this section, a discussion concerning the second potential problem of our approach 

which could also be ameliorated. Hereafter, the explication of the problem and the proposed 

solution are described only for a regular fracture network and for a single-phase flow (gas only). 

The objective of this study is to simulate the matrix-fracture flow exchange by considering the 

presence of fractures outside the considered grid cell. So, the MINC proximity function is 

computed by taking into account the presence of fractures nearby the studied grid cell (including 

fractures inside and outside the studied grid cell).  

To illustrate the problem, the example presented in Figure 6.9 consisting in a regular 

fracture network is simulatedn. Note that, the fractures are represented by dashed blue lines and 

the mesh definition in solid black lines in Figure 6.9(a) and (b). This example consists in a 

fracture spacing of 164 ft in x and y direction and the depth is 20 ft in z direction. The fracture 

aperture and permeability are set at 0.004 ft and 2500 mD respectively. The matrix porosity and 
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permeability are 0.05 and 0.0001 mD respectively. This repeated (infinite) fracture network can 

be simulated with either the mesh definition presented in Figure 6.9(a) or Figure 6.9(b). However, 

the fractures are centered in Figure 6.9(a) while they are shifted in Figure 6.9(b) based on the 

mesh definition. Note that, using an explicit discretized model (where the fracture network is 

explicitly discretized), the gas prediction from Figure 6.9(a) or Figure 6.9(b) should be the same 

from both models as we have the same fracture volumes. Two simulation models, an explicit 

discretized model and our DFM, are performed per case. Figure 6.10 compares the cumulative 

gas production for the explicit model for case (a) and (b) and our DFM for case (a) and (b).  

  

Figure 6.9: A part of the fracture network consisting in a regular distribution with a 164 ft of 
fractures spacing’s where (a) fractures are centered and (b) fractures are shifted compared to the 

mesh definition.  

 

As expected, based on Figure 6.10, the cumulative gas production of the explicit model 

(a) and (b) is the same. Explicit discretized models (a) and (b) are set as the reference solution. 

On the other hand, our DFM based on a MINC6 model modelling case (a) is able to match the 

reference solution as the fractures aren’t shifted, while computing our DFM on case (b) 

underestimates the gas production for 5000 days. However, it should not be the case if our DFM 

takes into account the presence of nearby fractures around the studied cell (see, Figure 6.11). Our 

actual DFM takes into account only the presence of the fractures inside the studied grid cell for 

matrix-fracture exchange. In fact, our DFM treats each grid cell on it is own without taking into 

account the presence of nearby fractures around the studied grid cell. In other words, our DFM 

treats each grid cell as if a zero flux on the boundary exist and there is no exchange between 
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matrix from different grid cells. So, there is no flow exchange with nearby fractures, even if they 

are very close to the matrix cell. This may rise inaccuracy in flow simulations. So, a solution is 

proposed hereafter in order to solve this problem.  

 

Figure 6.10: Comparison of the cumulative gas production from case (a) and (b). 

 

As shown in Figure 6.11, the MINC proximity function is computed in the studied cell, 

where 100 random points (green dots in Figure 6.11) are launched in order to plot the 

distribution function. The actual DFM is taking into account the presence of red fractures inside 

the grid cell only. However, it should also consider the green fractures nearby. In fact, nearby 

fractures should be taken into consideration if the distance from sample points (the green dots) 

to nearby fractures (d pt-NF) is smallest then the distance to the fractures inside the studied grid 

cell (d pt-frac Cell) as shown in Figure 6.11).  

Our DFM performed on the case presented in Figure 6.9(b) underestimates the gas 

production due to the non-consideration of the presence of nearby fractures. Figure 6.12 

presents the cumulative distribution function for the grid cell presented in Figure 6.11. The 

curves of case (b) do not take into account the presence pf nearby fractures and the curves of 

case “(b) – NF” considers the presence of nearby fractures. As mentioned before, the grid block 

size is 164 ft.  
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Figure 6.11: Illustration of the MINC proximity function computed into the studied grid cell. 

 

Clearly, based on Figure 6.12, the point distribution of the sub-volume V4 is affected by 

the presence of fractures nearby and obviously the total distribution is affected. In fact, the sum 

of the four point distribution curves resulting from V1, V2, V3 and V4 is the total matrix volume 

distribution function. Figure 6.12 indicates that the maximum distance from a random sample 

point (green dot in Figure 6.11) from fractures is 145 ft and 82 ft without and with considering 

nearby fractures.  

 

Figure 6.12: The cumulative matrix volume per sub-volume for case (b) and (b) – NF. 
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Figure 6.13 presents the comparison of the cumulative gas production for the explicit 

discretized model (a), (b), our DFM MINC6 model (b) and “(b) – Nearby Fractures”. Clearly, 

based on results from Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, taking into account the presence of nearby 

fractures conserves the matrix block size (the distance distribution from the studied cell to the 

fractures) and improves the gas production. This claim is clearly supported by comparing our 

DFM MINC6 model “(b) – Nearby Fractures” to the reference solution (Explicit Discretized 

Model (b)). Considering the presence of nearby fractures around a grid cell improves the 

simulation for matrix-fracture exchange.  

 

Figure 6.13: Comparison of the cumulative gas production for case (a), (b) and (b) – NF. 
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Chapter 7 -  CONCLUSIONS  

Modelling of shale formations presents several challenges such as the presence of a 

complex multi-scale discrete fracture network, high heterogeneity through the matrix media, very 

low reservoir permeability and complex physics including adsorption/desorption, Klikinberg 

effect, geomechanics aspect, etc. to take into account. This work presents an Discrete Fracture 

Model for flow modelling in unconventional shale reservoirs. The proposed DFM is based on a 

MINC proximity function in order to improve flow exchange between matrix and fracture media. 

Through this report we have shown the applicability and the efficiency of our DFM based on the 

MINC proximity function.  

As known and proved in this report, neither an explicit discretized model with a single-

porosity approach nor a dual-porosity model are suitable for flow simulations from 

unconventional shale reservoirs. A single-porosity model by explicitly discretizing all sort of 

fractures could be a solution for reservoirs simulation, but it takes too much CPU time and 

almost unfeasible for field applications. On the other, the standard dual-porosity model cannot 

accurately model the matrix-fracture interaction due to the extremely low matrix permeability and 

the presence of a non-linear pressure variation into the matrix block during the transient period.  

In this work, we developed first a hybrid approach based on the concept of the classic 

MINC method. Note that, the MINC method can treat matrix-fracture flow exchange (inter-

porosity flow) in a fully transient way. On one hand this approach allowed us to model properly 

matrix-fracture flow exchange especially during the transient period. On the other hand, this 

technique decreases significantly the number of grid cells leading to a decreasing in the CPU time 

comparing to an explicit discretized model. This approach is validated in Chapter 3 on regular 

fracture networks. We proved its applicability and ability to model flow behavior from shale-gas 
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reservoirs formation and it can provide accurate simulations for both single and two-phase flow 

problems. The impact of fracturing fluid induced formation damage was particularly investigated. 

The simulation of fracturing fluid invasion and its backflow needs very fine grid cells near the 

fractures faces for a better flow modelling into and from the fractures. Our hybrid approach can 

handle this kind of formation damage issue due to implementation of the MINC method which 

subdivides the matrix block based on the distance from the fractures into nested sub-cells. The 

impact of fracturing fluid formation damage on gas recovery may be great, depending on 

fracturing fluid invasion depth into the matrix formation. 

Once our hybrid approach was validated for a regular fracture network, we aimed to 

generalize it in order to treat an irregular fracture distribution networks.  

Unconventional reservoirs present multi-scale fractures of  various sizes embedded in 

extremely low permeability formation, which increase the complexity of the reservoir simulation. 

To overcome this challenge, the fractures are classified using a hierarchical method based on 

fractures conductivity criterion. The hydraulic and propped (or high conductive) fractures are 

explicitly discretized and the other fractures (low conductive fractures) are homogenized. This is 

a triple-porosity approach. The MINC proximity function is computed by taking into account all 

discrete fractures. In other words, the proposed DFM uses a MINC proximity function by 

considering the effect of both high conductivity explicitly discretized fractures and low 

conductive homogenized fractures.  

Our DFM was tested on various cases with discrete fracture networks, including an 

isolated fracture, three orthogonal fractures, two diagonal fractures and an irregular fractures 

distribution in Chapter 4. Large cases taking into consideration a regular fracture distribution 

with a uniform and a non-uniform SRV zone were studied. Once more, our DFM based on the 

MINC proximity model proves its efficiency by modelling properly flow from shale reservoirs. 

The robustness of the proposed DFM was put on the line when a 2D synthetic irregular 

fracture network was studied. Note that, the irregular fracture distribution case studied in Chapter 

5 presents the complexity of a typical fractured shale reservoir. A single-phase flow was tested 

first. Based on the simulation results, our DFM is able to predict well productions from such 

fractured reservoirs with a good accuracy and with a CPU time in order of seconds in our case.  

The proposed DFM is particularly useful for multi-phase flow simulations. For example, 

in a tight-oil reservoir, when the fracture pressure drops below the bubble point, gas starts to 
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appear in the matrix formation near the fracture faces. This kind of phenomena cannot be 

handled with a standard approach due to the large grid cells. However, using our DFM based on 

a MINC proximity function could easily treat such phenomena due to the very small nested 

matrix sub-cells near the fractures faces. An application to shale-gas condensate reservoir, a tight-

oil three-phase flow case (water, oil and gas) were presented and simulated with our DFM. The 

results from the shale-gas and the tight-oil applications are good enough comparing to an explicit 

model set as the reference solution, while a standard DP model is not accurate at all.  

As shown from our numerical results, our DFM allows us to obtain similar results as the 

explicit discretized fracture model with a gain of an order of magnitude of 3 - 4 in CPU time. So, 

the approach offers a computationally efficient method for simulating fluid flow from low 

permeability shale-gas and tight-oil reservoirs. It could easily be implemented in an existing 

reservoir simulator through an option of non-neighbor connections.  

Initially, our study was based on flow modelling for shale-gas reservoirs. However, the 

proposed DFM is also suitable for other unconventional low permeability reservoirs, such as 

tight-oil reservoir. Finally, our model proved its ability to predict flow behavior, for both single-

phase and multiphase flow problems for regular and irregular fracture distributions, from 

different kinds of shale reservoirs. Moreover, due to the very low CPU time (several seconds) 

resulting from our hybrid approach, sensitivity tests (fracture apertures, fracture permeability, 

matrix permeability, etc.) and advanced physical processes (adsorption/desorption, geomechanics 

aspect, Klinkenberg effect, etc., together with the formation damage issue for a large SRV case), 

could be efficiently performed.  

Finally, the problems discussed in Chapter 6 could be taken into account in the future 

work. The proposed solutions could be further developed to improve the ability and the 

efficiency of the DFM approach for unconventional reservoir simulations.     
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APPENDIX B - MINC PROXIMITY FUNCTION 

To construct the  subdivisions of MINC, we divide the considered grid cell  according 

to the distance to the fractures inside this grid cell. Let  be the distance of a point (x, y, 

z) to the fractures. The domain with the distance to the fractures smaller than a given  is defined 

by: 

 
 

(B.1) 

and it corresponding volume can be calculated by: 

 
 

(B.2) 

The  subdivisions of MINC can therefore be defined as follows:  

 

 

 

. 

(B.3) 
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where .  

The corresponding volumes are given by: 

 
 

(B.4) 

Usually, the subdivisions are constrained by a given percentage of the total volume, 

defined by the user. So, we can consider the volumes are known. Instead, we need to determine 

the distances which separate two subdivisions. This is not a difficult task. The biggest challenge in 

this work is to calculate the area of an interface between two subdivisions.  

We notice that the volume of a subdivision can also be calculated in another way. Let 

 be the area of the surface (inside the grid cell ) with a distance  to the fractures. The 

volume of the domain  with a distance smaller than  to the fractures can be computed by: 

 
 

(B.5) 

So, if the volume of the subdivision at a distance  to the fractures is known, the area of 

its surface is just the derivative of the volume with respect to the distance: 

 
 

(B.6) 

In some particular cases, the volume of a subdivision  can be expressed analytically, 

and so the interface areas are obtained by an analytical expression. However, in most cases, 

analytical expressions cannot be found, and numerical methods should be used to compute the 

subdivision volumes and their interface areas. 
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Numerical Method 

In most cases, we cannot find an analytical expression for the volume computation, and 

we can determine neither the distance  to separate two subdivisions of a MINC. A numerical 

solution is required. The grid cell  is first discretized in  sub-domains of equal volumes 

(( ) with  and  for j. Any integral over a domain 

inside  can be computed as the sum of the integral over the domain . Therefore, the volume 

of a MINC subdivisions   can be calculated by: 

  

 

(B.7) 

On the other hand, we have: 

 

 

(B.8) 

For a very small domain , we assume that it is either inside or outside the domain  by 

choosing a point  (the center of gravity or and randomly selected point) of  and checking if 

it belongs to . This assumption is reasonable if the discretization is fine enough, that is, for 

 and . So, the volume of  is approximated by: 

 
 

(B.9) 
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where  is the number of discretized sub-domain  inside the MINC subdivision .  

In Equation (B.9), approximation errors are committed around the boundary of , 

where a discretized sub-domain  is neither inside nor outside . But this kind of errors can be 

neglected due to small sub-domain size of  and the compensation of positive and negative 

errors in the summation in Equation (B.7).  

It is easy to check if a point  is inside a MINC subdivision, as the MINC subdivisions 

are constructed according to the distance to the fractures. A subdivision  is delimited by two 

bounds  and . If the distance of P to the fractures is inside the interval [ures is inside the interval [ ; ], the point 

 belongs to the domain . Otherwise, it is outside. Discretizing the grid cell G provides also a 

way to construct the MINC subdivisions. In fact, a point is selected in each discretized domain 

, and its distance to the fractures is calculated and can be ranked by . The 

MINC volume defined with  is approximately , and the MINC volume defined with 

 is approximately , etc. So we have a direct relation between the distance to the 

fractures and its corresponding volume. For a given volume partition  it is not 

difficult to find the corresponding distances to delimit the MINC subdivisions.  

In the above approach,  is first discretized into n sub-domains , and a point is 

(randomly) selected in each sub-domain and its distance to the fractures is calculated and ranked. 

If the selection of the points is not constrained by the sub-domains , this method is close to 

the stochastic approach proposed by Khvoenkova and Delorme (2011)).  

So, we can obtain the probability density function of the distance to the fractures. The 

frequency of a distance  in the distribution function is the surface of the iso-distance  to the 
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fracture, normalized by the volume. The area under the distribution function between  and  

corresponds to the volume proportion of the subdivision delimited by  and .  

So, we can also use the probability density function and/or its cumulative distribution 

function to construct the MINC sub-divisions and compute their volumes and the interface 

areas. Given a partition of volume percentages for the MINC, we can easily determine the 

distances , which separate MINC subdivisions, by partitioning the cumulative 

distribution function. The volume in each subdivision is known by the construction. The area of 

the interface between two subdivisions is calculated by the derivative of the cumulative function. 

To construct the probability density function, a large number of samples is required.  

In practice, if the integral of Equation (B.4) can be expressed analytically, we use the 

analytical expression to calculate the interface areas and so the connection factors between two 

MINC subdivisions. If analytical expressions cannot be found, the numerical method will be 

used. Usually, we are limited by the number of sampling points in the numerical approach due to 

CPU time constraint. In numerical modelling, we suggest to discretizing first the domain  into  

equal volume (cubic or rectangular) sub-domains and then select randomly a point  in each 

discretized sub-domain. If n is not very large, the selected points are more uniformly distributed 

over the grid cell  than a random selection inside  (Khvoenkova and Delorme (2011).  
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